This is a novel about the life of a small Jewish boy who immigrates from Eastern Europe to New York at the beginning of the century.

The stories presented here have been chosen from two anthologies, 'The Collected Stories' and 'You Must Know Everything'. In 1970, Babel was posthumously awarded the Bnai Brith Heritage Award for Excellence in Literature.

A historical look at the civilizations in which Jewish culture flourished.

1
Author(s): APPELFELD, AHARON
Narrator(s): EDUARD KAMENETSKIIY
The author tells the story of Bruno, a 10-year-old Austrian boy whose father renounces his Jewishness due to anti-Semitic pressure. Thirty years later, Bruno returns from Israel to Austria and finds himself confronting the ghosts of his past.

Book No.: RU4-00009
Title: KROVAVY NAVET: (BLOOD ACCUSATION)
Author(s): SAMUEL, MAURICE
Narrator(s): SOPHIA RAIGO
In 1911, Mendel Beiliss, a Jewish workman, was accused of murdering a Christian boy in Kiev in order to use his blood for the making of Passover matzos. In addition to describing the resulting trial, this book presents the political background to the affair, character portraits, and reactions to the trial in Russia and beyond.

Book No.: RU4-00011
Title: SERIYA 'MESTO RABOTY' - VRACHY I MEDSESTRY: (PLACES OF WORK - DOCTORS AND NURSES)
Author(s): EDITED BY LAZERIS, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): DR. MARTIN LEVIN
Part of a series about Russian Jewish professionals who immigrated to Israel. The author includes interviews with some of the newly arrived immigrants.
Title: SUBBOTA, PRAZDNIKI I BUDNI. ZAKONY I OBYCHAYI: (SABBATH, HOLIDAYS & WEEKDAYS. LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF JEWISH LIFE)
Author(s): GRENVALD, ZEEV
Narrator(s): STELLA YASKINA
The author explains Jewish laws and customs.

Book No.: RU4-00018
Title: V BURYU: (IN THE STORM)
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s): ROSE SAVRANS
Set in a small Russian town in the czarist era of oppression and pogroms, this novel follows several families through tragedy, triumph, friendship, and love.

Book No.: RU4-00021
Title: IZBRANNIE SOCHINENIYA: SELECTED WORKS
Author(s): BUBER, MARTIN
Narrator(s): BORIS DOBRYA
A collection of essays by the twentieth-century Jewish philosopher.

Book No.: RU4-00023
Title: AKIBA: AKIBA
Author(s): FINKELSTEIN, LOUIS
Narrator(s): ERNST GOLOSOV
A biography of Rabbi Akiva, the second-century rabbi, thinker, and political leader who died a martyr's death. The rabbi's story is told against the backdrop of the Roman persecution of Jews and Jewish national life in ancient Israel.

Book No.: RU4-00029
Title: YEVREYSKIE PRAZDNIKI: (JEWISH HOLIDAYS)
Author(s): KOZODOY, RUTH
Narrator(s):
A description of the biblical festivals and the modern Jewish holidays.

Book No.: RU4-00031
Title: TAYNA SUDNA 'EXODUS' - 1947: THE MYSTERY OF THE BOAT "EXODUS"
Author(s): DEROGY, JACQUES
Narrator(s): IRINA PEPOLOV
This is a true account of the Exodus which, in 1947, set out for Palestine with a group of Holocaust survivors. The refugees encountered British forces in territorial waters off the coast of Israel, but, with the help of Israeli Jews, managed a heroic response in the face of extreme danger.

Book No.: RU4-00033
Title: MILAYA, 18: (DEAR, 18)
Author(s): URIS, LEON
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN

Book No.: RU4-00034  
Title: LEGGENDY NASHEGO VREMENI: THE LEGENDS OF OUR TIME  
Author(s): WIESEL, ELIE  
Narrator(s): EDUARD KAMENETSKIY  
The stories in this book, derived from Wiesel's experience and embellished by his imagination, transport the reader to Wiesel's childhood town, to the concentration camp where he was interned, as well as to the labyrinth of his experiences after he was liberated.

Book No.: RU4-00036  
Title: PO TROPAM EVREISKOY ISTORII: THE PATHWAYS THROUGH JEWISH HISTORY  
Author(s): SAMUELS, RUTH  
Narrator(s): BORIS DOBRYANSKY & ED KAMENETSKIY  
Samuels traces Jewish history from its biblical beginnings with Abraham at Ur through Israel's Six Day War in 1967.

Book No.: RU4-00039  
Title: V POISKACH PUTY: (TRIAL AND ERROR)  
Author(s): WEIZMANN, CHAIM  
Narrator(s): SVETLANA PERELMUTER
The autobiography of the Russian chemist who became a Zionist leader. Weizmann was president of the World Zionist Organization, the Jewish Agency for Palestine, and The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. He describe his involvement in the fight for Zionism that culminated in his being chosen the first President of Israel.

Book No.:RU4-00042
Title:OPERATSIYA ENTEBBE: THE ENTEBBE OPERATION
Author(s):DAN, URI
Narrator(s):EDUARD KAMENETSKY
The author provides an account of the Israeli rescue of a hijacked plane at the Entebbe airport in Uganda.

Book No.:RU4-00046
Title:OTCHIY DOM: (MY FATHER’S HOUSE)
Author(s):ALLON, YIGAL
Narrator(s):EDUARD KAMENETSKIY
An autobiography of the life of the Israeli foreign minister, Yigal Alon. He grew up in a farming village during the 1920s and 1930s among the pioneers of Palestine.

Book No.:RU4-00047
Title:POMOSHNIK: (THE ASSISTANT)
Author(s):MALAMUD, BERNARD
Narrator(s):YULIYA GARMIL
The story of a Jewish grocer and his family struggling to better their lives in a difficult world.
Book No.: RU4-00048
Title: BAMBUKOVAYA KOLYBEL. ISTORIYA YEVREYSKOGO OTSA: (THE BAMBOO CRADLE. A JEWISH FATHER'S STORY)
Author(s): SCHWARTZBAUM, AVRAHAM
Narrator(s): VALENTINA YAROVAYA
The true story of a childless American couple who adopted the newborn baby girl they found abandoned in a railroad station in Taiwan. The author describes how this chain of events led him and his wife back to their Jewish heritage.

Book No.: RU4-00050
Title: UKRADENNAYA ZHIZN: (A STOLEN LIFE)
Author(s): VAYSMAN, ZINOVY
Narrator(s): MOISEY LEYBENGRUB
A collection of essays about the lives of Jews in the former Soviet Union.

Book No.: RU4-00051
Title: KNIGA EVREISKIKH AFORIZMOV: THE BOOK OF JEWISH MAXIMS AND DEFINITIONS
Author(s): DZHIN, NODAR
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A collection of Jewish maxims and definitions.
Title: YA IZ ODESSY, ZDRASTE: (I AM FROM ODESSA, HI!)
Author(s): SICHKIN, BORIS
Narrator(s): EDUARD KAMENETSKYIY
A humorous look at the people and life in Russia and the unusual events that regularly occur.

Book No.: RU4-00053
Title: POKINUTAYA ROSSIYA: (THE ABANDONED RUSSIA)
Author(s): PERELMAN, VICTOR
Narrator(s): MOISEY LEYBENGRUB
Recollections by a Soviet journalist about the political and social life in the former Soviet Union.

Book No.: RU4-00054
Title: DESYATY KRUG: (THE TENTH CIRCLE)
Author(s): GUY, DAVID
Narrator(s): LEV KOTTLYAR
The first of these two novellas is a story about one of Stalin's bodyguards. The second one gives an account of the Minsk Ghetto during World War II.

Book No.: RU4-00055
Title: BRATYA. EVREYSKAYA LEGENDA: (BROTHERS. A HEBREW LEGEND)
Author(s): FREEDMAN, FLORENCE B.
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The author tells a story laced with magic and mystery that demonstrates the bond between brothers.
Book No.: RU4-00056  
Title: PECHALNY PERESMESHNIK: (THE SAD CLOWN)  
Author(s): SHARGORODSKY, LEV & ALEXANDR  
Narrator(s): EDUARD KAMENETSKIY  
The story of a Russian writer, his childhood in Leningrad, and his life after he emigrated.

Book No.: RU4-00057  
Title: PETLVA I KAMEN V ZELYONOY TRAVE: (THE LOOP AND THE STONE IN THE GREEN GRASS)  
Author(s): VAINER, ARCADY & GEORGE  
Narrator(s): YULIYA GARMIL  
The author discuss the difficulties of being Jewish in the Soviet Union and give an account of the murder of a famous Soviet actor. Vol 1 (vol.2 - RU4-00066)

Book No.: RU4-00060  
Title: OT DVUX DO PYATI: (FROM TWO TO FIVE)  
Author(s): CHUKOVSKY, KORNEY  
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN  
A collection of statements made by children between the ages of two and five.

Book No.: RU4-00061  
Title: VOSPOMINANIYA, DNEVNIKI, PEREPISKA: (MEMOIRS, DIARIES, CORRESPONDENCE)
Author(s): KERN, ANNA
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
A memoir of the life and times of Aleksandr Pushkin, the nineteenth-century Russian poet.

Book No.: RU4-00062
Title: ARBAT MOY, ARBAT!: MY ARBAT
Author(s): OKUDZHAVA, BULAT
Narrator(s):
A compilation of verses and songs written by the author.

Book No.: RU4-00063
Title: RASSKAZY: (SHORT STORIES)
Author(s): CHEKHOV, ANTON
Narrator(s): EMILIYA MAGAZINER-VITMANOVICH
A collection of stories by the Russian author and dramatist. These stories illustrate Chekhov's perceptions of Russia and the Russian people.

Book No.: RU4-00064
Title: SOBRANIYE SOCHINENIY V DVUX TOMAX:
(COLLECTED WORKS IN TWO VOLUMES)
Author(s): TERTS, ABRAHAM (SINYAVSKY, ANDREI)
Narrator(s):
This edition includes all the principle works of the author with his philosophical reflections about literature, history, and the fate of Russia and its people.

Book No.: RU4-00066
Title: EVANGELIE OT PALACHA: (THE GOSPEL OF THE EXECUTIONER)
Author(s): VAINER, ARKADY & GEORGE
Narrator(s): VALENTINA YARAVOYA
The authors focus on the Stalinist era and depict how the Soviet people suffered under that regime. Vol 2 (vol.1 - RU4-00057)

Book No.: RU4-00067
Title: ZAEZHIY MUZYKANT: (MUSICIAN WHO JUST ARRIVED)
Author(s): OKUDZHAVA, BULAT
Narrator(s): VALERY RADER
A collection of autobiographical stories.

Book No.: RU4-00069
Title: TVOY VOSEMnadtsaty VEK PREKRASEN NASH SOYUZ: (YOUR 18TH CENTURY, HOW BEAUTIFUL IS OUR UNION...)
Author(s): EIDELMAN, NATHAN
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKIY
A book about the history and fate of the Russian people during times of upheaval in the country.

Book No.: RU4-00070
Title: MOYA PERVERVA VOYNA: (MY FIRST WAR)
Author(s): LAZARIS, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): VALERY RADER
A war diary in which the author interviews young Israeli Jewish soldiers who originally emigrated from the USSR. Each soldier discusses his own vision of war, life, and death.

Book No.: RU4-00071
Title: UXODIM IZ ROSSI: (WE ARE LEAVING RUSSIA)
Author(s): SCHMOOKLER, YULIA
Narrator(s): IRINA PEPLOV
A collection of humorous stories that depict the everyday lives of ordinary people. Included is a story about a family making plans to emigrate to Israel and one about a woman in a hospital maternity ward.

Book No.: RU4-00072
Title: UGASSHYE ZVEZDY: (FADING STARS)
Author(s): KOPELMAN, SIMON
Narrator(s): YULIYA GARMIL
A book that recounts how many famous and talented Russian authors and actors were limited in their ability to achieve because of their Jewishness.

Book No.: RU4-00074
Title: SZIZN IH SUDBA: (LIFE AND FATE)
Author(s): GROSSMAN, VASILY
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
A historical novel of the USSR during the years 1941 to 1945. Grossman analyzes Russian life under Stalin and compares Stalin to Hitler. He also chronicles the rise of Brown and Red fascism and the fate of the Soviet people, especially the Jews.

Book No.:RU4-00076
Title:MONYA TZATZKIS ZNAMENOSETC: (MONYA TZATZKIS THE FLAG BEARER)
Author(s):SEVELA, EPHRAIM
Narrator(s):VALERY RADER
Stories by a playwright and film director about a Jew from Litva who became a soldier in the Soviet army during World War II.

Book No.:RU4-00077
Title:HEDVA I YA: (HEDVA AND ME)
Author(s):MEGED, AHARON
Narrator(s):VIKTORIA ANDREEVA
A humorous story about the adventures of the Israeli Shlemik and his wife Hedva who leave their kibbutz for life in the heart of the city of Tel Aviv.

Book No.:RU4-00078
Title:ZNAMENITIYEH YEVREYI: KRATKIYE BIOGRAPHII: (FAMOUS JEWS)
Author(s):BROITMAN, EMMANUIL, ED.
Narrator(s):VALERY RADER
Biographies of Jews who have achieved prominence as scientists, politicians, Nobel Prize winners, heroes of the Warsaw ghetto, and as religious thinkers and philosophers.

Book No.: RU4-00079
Title: BURNAYA ZHIZN LASIKA ROYTSHVANCERA: (THE STORMY LIFE OF LAZIK ROITSCHWANTZ)
Author(s): ERENBURG, ILYA
Narrator(s): IRINA PEPOV
In this satire that attempts to expose corruption, Lazik Roitschwantz, a tailor, undergoes a series of picaresque adventures in which he is either the exploited innocent or a charlatan exploiting others.

Book No.: RU4-00081
Title: KRUTOY MARSHRUT: (JOURNEY INTO THE WHIRLWIND)
Author(s): GINZBURG, EUGENIA
Narrator(s): EDUARD KAMENETSKIIY
Recollections by the author of her 18 years in Soviet slave labor camps. Ginzburg is the mother of the Russian writer Vassily Aksyonov.

Book No.: RU4-00082
Title: ZAMOK I DRUGHIYE PROIZVEDENIYA: (THE CASTLE AND OTHER WORKS)
Author(s): KAFKA, FRANZ
Narrator(s):
In his works, Kafka attempts to depict the impact of a world in which reality and unreality may coexist. This is reflected in K, a land surveyor, who struggles with the dim awareness that the castle may contain friends and foes.

Book No.:RU4-00083
Title:VOSPOMINANIYA O VASILIE GROSSMANE: (RECOLLECTIONS OF VASILY GROSSMAN)
Author(s):LIPKIN, SEYMOUR & ANNA BEHRZER
Narrator(s):VALERIY KLUGMAN
The authors offer their recollections about the Soviet writer, Vasily Grossman, and his famous work, 'Life and Fate.' They recount various aspects of his life and the fate of his book when he was arrested by the KGB during the Stalinist era.

Book No.:RU4-00086
Title:ZAPISKI PROSTODUSSHNOGO: (THE NOTES OF THE NAIVE PERSON)
Author(s):AVERCHENKO, ARKADIY
Narrator(s):
Notes by a well-known Russian writer who did not accept the October Revolution in 1917 and refused to disguise his feelings.

Book No.:RU4-00087
Title: MINUTY NA RAZMYSHLENIIYA. RASSKAZY OB ARTISTAX NA ZONE: TIME OF REFLECTION
Author(s): TIKHVINSKIY, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): VALERIY KRUGMAN
Stories about the author, who performed before the troops during World War II.

Book No.: RU4-00088
Title: VISOTSKY NA TAGANKE: (VISOTSKY ON TAGANKAHA)
Author(s): VISOTSKY, B.
Narrator(s):
The author's personal recollections including the performance of some of his songs.

Book No.: RU4-00090
Title: GARRY IZ DIUSSELDORFA: (HARRY FROM DUSSELDORF)
Author(s): DEICH, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): VALERY RADER
A novel about the life of Heinrich Heine.

Book No.: RU4-00091
Title: PES: (THE DOG)
Author(s): MARKISH, DAVID
Narrator(s): YULIA GARMIL
This is a story about the life of the Russian writer and dissident, Vladimir Solovyov and his adventures in Paris, Vienna, Rome, New York and finally Tel Aviv.
Book No.: RU4-00093
Title: TORRERO SHAPIRO: (SHAPIRO THE BULLFIGHTER)
Author(s): SHARGORODSKIE, ALEKSANDR & LEV SHARG
Narrator(s): MOISEY LEYBE
A book of humorous short stories by two Russian writers who emigrated to Israel.

Book No.: RU4-00096
Title: PROGULKI S PYSHKINYM: THE WALKS WITH PUSHKIN
Author(s): TERTZ, ABRAHAM (ANDREI SINYAVSKY)
Narrator(s): VALENTINA YARAVOYA
In this book, which was written in a concentration camp, the author elects himself as a representative of the artist, and believes in their independence from state regulations, demands, or establishments.

Book No.: RU4-00097
Title: ISPOVED YEVREYA: (JEW'S CONFESSION)
Author(s): MELIKHOV, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): VALERY RADER
A humorous novel that seeks to demonstrate what it means to be part of a 'people.'

Book No.: RU4-00100
Title: GOLUBAYA CHASHKA: (THE BLUE CUP)
Author(s): GAIDAR, ARKADIY
Narrator(s):
A lyrical story for children that attempts to teach kindness, justice, and sensitivity.

Book No.: RU4-00103
Title: SAGAH O SKEYTE: (SAGA ABOUT 'SKATE')
Author(s): BRACKETT, LEEIGH
Narrator(s):
A novel about other worlds that attempts to demonstrate problems in our own world.

Book No.: RU4-00106
Title: FAKULTET NENUSZNICH VESHCHEY: (THE FACULTY OF UNNECESSARY THINGS)
Author(s): DOMBROVSKIY, URIY
Narrator(s): LEV KOTTLYAR
This novel depicts how the spirit and culture of Russia was destroyed during the years of Stalin's tyranny.

Book No.: RU4-00107
Title: VOSPOMINANIA: (MEMOIRS)
Author(s): RAIKIN, ARKADY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Raikin, a well-known theater director and actor, writes about his life and work during the Krushchev and Brezhnev eras. Considered by many of his admirers to have been 'the conscience of his generation,' Raikin had a strong influence on Russian culture.
Book No.: RU4-00110
Title: TAINSTVENNOYE PROISHESTVIYE V STYLSE: (THE MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR AT STYLES)
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
A mystery set in a large country house in England during the First World War. An old lady is murdered and Detective Hercule Poirot must figure out who did it.

Book No.: RU4-00112
Title: STIXOTVORENIYA: (POEMS)
Author(s): TARKOVSKIIY, ARSENIY
Narrator(s):
This book by the well-known poet contains some of his most famous lyrical and philosophical verses.

Book No.: RU4-00113
Title: BOLSHIYE SKOROSTI: (HIGH SPEED)
Author(s): GOLYAVKIN, VICTOR
Narrator(s):
A collection that consists of an autobiographical novella, 'The Harp and Boxing,' and some short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00116
Title: TRAVYANAYA ULITSA: (A GREEN STREET)
Author(s): APPEL, ASPAR
Narrator(s): ANATOLY FOUMANCHUK
A collection of stories which depict the life of the Soviet people with realism and bitterness.

Book No.: RU4-00117
Title: SPISOK SHINDLERA: (SCHINDLER'S LIST)
Author(s): KENEALLY, THOMAS
Narrator(s): ZINOVYI AVRUTIN
The story of Oskar Schindler, a German industrialist who, during World War II, used his own resources to build a concentration camp factory near Cracow, where he sheltered Jews. Keneally bases much of his work upon the testimony of 'Schindler's Jews.'

Book No.: RU4-00118
Title: PROGULKY VOKRUG BARAKA: (THE WALKS AROUND THE SHED)
Author(s): GUBERMAN, IGOR
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
The author's memoirs of his years as a prisoner in a Soviet labor camp.

Book No.: RU4-00120
Title: PSALOM/DETOUBIYTSA: (PSALMS/ CHILD KILLER)
Author(s): GORENSCHTEIN, FRIEDRICH
Narrator(s): LEV KOTTLYAR
PSALMS is a realistic and cruel novel about the life of the Soviet country beginning with the time of collectivization and through the time of stagnation. CHILD KILLER is a drama about the execution of the prince Aleksey, the son of King Peter I.

Book No.:RU4-00121  
Title:GORKY, MOSKVA DALEYE VEZDYEH: (GORKY, MOSCOW AND BEYOND)  
Author(s):SAKHAROV, ANDREI  
Narrator(s):This book consists of reminiscences by the Russian author about his exile to Gorky, the beginning of perestroika, and his thoughts and reflections about the fate and future of his country.

Book No.:RU4-00122  
Title:VZGLYANI NA DOM SVOY, PYTNIK!: (LOOK AT YOUR HOME, TRAVELLER!)  
Author(s):SHTEMLER, ILYA  
Narrator(s):ANATOLY FOUMANCHUK  
The story of a group of people whose fate landed them in Israel.

Book No.:RU4-00125  
Title:PEREGRUZHENNYI KOVCHEG: (THE OVERLOADED ARK)  
Author(s):DURRELL, GERALD  
Narrator(s):
An account of the author's trip to the British Cameroon Republic where he went to collect mammals and reptiles; he brought back over one hundred crates of specimens for the British zoo.

Book No.: RU4-00126
Title: DOCTOR ZHIVAGO
Author(s): PASTERNAK, BORIS
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
A novel about the 1917 Russian revolution that focuses on a nation convulsed by war and the intimate drama of one man's struggle to survive. Zhivago, a poet, a surgeon, a husband, and a lover, touches and alters the lives of many, including Tanya, the gentle woman he marries, and Lara, the woman he cannot forget.

Book No.: RU4-00127
Title: SHTRIXI K PORTRETU: (TOUCHES TO A PORTRAIT)
Author(s): GUBERMAN, IGOR
Narrator(s): VALERY RADER
A journalist, while tracking the fate of Nicholas Brun in the newspaper and stories, comes across life accounts of numerous people sent to the concentration camps at different times in the Soviet era.

Book No.: RU4-00128
Title: OSTANOVITE SAMOLET - YAH SLEZU!: STOP THE AIRPLANE - I WANT TO GET OFF
In this book, written in 1973, the author relates how the Soviet Jews are trying to find their place in their motherland, in the land of their ancestors, and in the abundance of the U.S.

Book No.: RU4-00129  
Title: ISTORIA YEVREYEV Z DREVNEISHIX VREMEN PO SHESTIDNEVNUIYU VOINUY: A HISTORY OF JEVS  
Author(s): ROTH, CECIL  
Narrator(s): OLEG EFREMOV  
A history of the Jews from the Biblical era, through World War II, the establishment of Israel, to the late twentieth century. It is told against the background of the Jews' social, religious, and cultural development.

Book No.: RU4-00131  
Title: VOSSTANNIYE: (THE REVOLT)  
Author(s): BEGIN, MENACHEM  
Narrator(s): BORIS DOBRYANSKY  
In this work, written in 1950, the author discusses his life, his opponents, and the formation and development of the state of Israel.

Book No.: RU4-00133  
Title: PROVOKACIYA VEKA: THE PROVOCATION OF THE CENTURY  
Author(s): SHEINIS, ZINOVIIY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKIY
The author's observations of life during the era of Stalin and Brezhnev. Sheinis examines the domestic and foreign policies of the Soviet Union in that time as well as in other historical periods.

Book No.: RU4-00140
Title: IZRAEL-YEVREISKAYA SUDBA: (ISRAEL-A JEWISH DESTINY)
Author(s): KONSTANTINOVSKY, ILYA
Narrator(s): ANATOLI Y FOUM
A look at the country of Israel and its Jewish population. The book also focuses on the Jews who still remain in the Soviet Republic.

Book No.: RU4-00142
Title: KORICHNYE LAVKI. SANATORIY POD KLEPSIDROY: THE RESORT NEAR KLEPSIDRA
Author(s): SCHULZ, BRUNO
Narrator(s): VALERY RADER
Two short novels that illustrate the author's Polish and Jewish roots and depict the wonders of everyday life. Shulz was killed by the Nazis in 1942.

Book No.: RU4-00143
Title: DOSJE 'ODESSA': (THE ODESSA FILE)
Author(s): FORSYTH, FREDERICK
Narrator(s): TATIANA EIDI
The story of a ruthless attempt to re-establish the worldwide power of the Nazis and to carry out Hitler's Final Solution.

Book No.: RU4-00144  
Title: RUSSKIE DNI ISIDORY DUNCAN: (RUSSIAN DAYS OF ISADORA DUNCAN)  
Author(s): DUNCAN, IRMA; MACDOUGALL, ALLAN ROSS  
Narrator(s): IRINA PEPLOV  
Duncan's daughter and MacDougall describe the career, loves, and tragic death of the famous dancer. Included are details on Duncan's relationship with the Bolsheviks and her marriage to Sergey Yesenin.

Book No.: RU4-00146  
Title: MALENKII MUK: (LITTLE MUK)  
Author(s): HAUFF, WILHELM  
Narrator(s):  
A fairy tale that chronicles Little Muk's voyages and adventures.

Book No.: RU4-00147  
Title: RASSKAZY: (STORIES)  
Author(s): DOVLATOV, SERGEI  
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA TURKIA  
A collection of stories based on the author's experiences in the Gulag.
Book No.: RU4-00148
Title: TRI TOVARISHA: (THE THREE COMRADES)
Author(s): REMARQUE, ERICH MARIA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A novel describing the 'lost generation' of Germans after World War I.

Book No.: RU4-00149
Title: NYEPODVEDYONNYE ITOGY: THE UNFINISHED RESULTS
Author(s): RYAZANOV, ELDAR
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
The author, a film director in Russia since the late 1950s, discusses his life, literature, and art and addresses viewer's questions about his work.

Book No.: RU4-00150
Title: UPRAZDNYONNYI TEATR: (THE THEATER THAT WAS ELIMINATED)
Author(s): OKUDZHAVA, BULAT
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
In this family chronicle, Okudzhava describes his childhood and youth and tells how he was affected, at an early age, by the arrest and disappearance of his father, his mother's imprisonment and the persecution of many family members. An important personal and historical document by one of Russia's greatest contemporary writers.

Book No.: RU4-00151
Title: USTNYE RASSKAZY: STORIES
Author(s): ROMM, MIKHAIL
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
A memoir by the Russian film director that describes the effects of anti-Semitism on Russian culture. The author discusses the persecution of Russian Jewish artists and argues persuasively that the richness and creativity of the arts in Russia was depleted when Jews were barred from participating.

Book No.: RU4-00152
Title: DOROGA IZ GRODNO: (THE ROAD FROM GRODNO)
Author(s): KLOVSKY, DANIEL
Narrator(s): MIKHAIL BUZUKASHVILI
Klovsky, a Russian scientist, describes his experiences in concentration camps under the Nazis, as well as the Soviets. This moving memoir recounts the suffering endured by the author as a young man, and the psychological and emotional effects of his experiences.

Book No.: RU4-00153
Title: ARCHIV: (THE ARCHIVE)
Author(s): STEMLER, ELIYA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA TURKIYA
A novel, set in Communist Russia, about archives and the people who work in them. The author uses the symbolism of the archive - with its hidden documents - to explain the secretiveness, stealth and betrayal often displayed under the Communist system.
Book No.: RU4-00154  
Title: RASSKAZY RAZNYX LET: (STORIES FROM DIFFERENT YEARS)  
Author(s): BABEL, ISAAC  
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY  
A collection of Babel's stories, including many hitherto unpublished works appearing in print here for the first time.

Book No.: RU4-00155  
Title: BLUZHDAYUSHYE ZVEZDY  
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM  
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR  
A novel by the famous Yiddish writer about two Jewish actors and their adventures in the theater.

Book No.: RU4-00156  
Title: BRATYA: (THE BROTHERS)  
Author(s): BAR-ZOHAR, MICHAEL  
Narrator(s): MIKHAIL BUZUKASHVILI  
When his mother and stepfather are killed during the Stalinist purges, Alex Gordon is smuggled to an aunt in Brooklyn, New York and his half-brother Dimitri is placed in a military orphanage in Russia. Dimitri becomes a KGB killer and Alex joins the CIA in order to wage a lifelong war against Dimitri and his evil schemes.

Book No.: RU4-00157
Title: PO SLEDAM SUDBY MOYEGO POKOLENIYA: ON THE FOOTSTEPS OF MY GENERATION
Author(s): VOYTOLOVSKAYA, ADDA
Narrator(s): HELEN SERAPOVA
The author, a victim of the purges, writes about the period of mass terror under Stalin. She describes, in detail, how the best part of the revolutionary generation was systematically destroyed.

Book No.: RU4-00158
Title: DITYA SMERTY: A CHILD OF DEATH
Author(s): KLEIN, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR
As a young man, Klein served in the Soviet army during World War II. He describes his capture by the Nazis and his subsequent imprisonment, after the war, in Soviet labor camps.

Book No.: RU4-00159
Title: VMYESTO MENYA: (INSTEAD OF ME)
Author(s): TOKAREVA, VIKTORIA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA TURKIYA
A romantic novel set in contemporary Russia.

Book No.: RU4-00160
Title: I ODNA MOYA SUDBA: (MY SINGLE FATE)
Author(s): FINK, LEV
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
This is an account of the author's 17 years in Stalinist prison camps and his return to normal life as an art and theater critic. He includes observations on the moral and personal responsibility of the writer to society.

Book No.: RU4-00161
Title: BESSMERTIYE: (IMMORTALITY)
Author(s): KUNDERA, MILAN
Narrator(s): LUIDMILA MUSHKATINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00162
Title: MASTER I MARGARITA: (MASTER AND MARGARITA)
Author(s): BULGAKOV, MIKHAIL
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
In this collection of novellas, this Russian author tells stories as diverse as that of Jesus and Pontius Pilate, and life in Russia during the first twenty years following the Revolution.

Book No.: RU4-00163
Title: 58 S POLOVINOY: (58 AND A HALF)
Author(s): FRIED, VALERIY
Narrator(s):
The author, a playwright with at least 30 Russian movies to his credit, wrote this novel about a friendship that survived Soviet prisons and labor camps.
Book No.: RU4-00164
Title: KGB V SMOKINGE VOL. 1 AND 2: (KGB IN TUXEDO) VOL 1 AND 2
Author(s): MALTSEVA, VALENTINA
Narrator(s): ANATOLIY FOURMANTCHUK
A detective novel based on actual events that occurred during the clandestine war between the KGB, FBI and other secret service organizations.

Book No.: RU4-00166
Title: YEVREYI - GENERALY: (JEWISH GENERALS)
Author(s): SVERDLOV, FYODOR
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
Here are biographies of Jewish generals and admirals who served during the wars in Soviet Russia. Approximately 450,000 Jews served in all ranks of the Soviet armed forces during World War II.

Book No.: RU4-00167
Title: SHAMPINYON MOYEY ZHYZNI: (THE MUSHROOM OF MY LIFE)
Author(s): EPPEL, ASUR
Narrator(s): TATIANA EIDINOVA
In these stories, the author gives an account of the various lifestyles in the suburb of Moscow where he spent his childhood.

Book No.: RU4-00168
Title: OBECHANIYE STRASTI: (PASSION'S PROMISE)
Author(s): STEEL, DANIELLE
Narrator(s):
An early book by Steel about lives, loves and promises.

Book No.: RU4-00169
Title: STARIK: (AN OLD MAN)
Author(s): TRIFONOV, YURY
Narrator(s):
The old man of this novel reviews his past during the time of the Russian Revolution. As he questions whether or not he has lived a proper and moral life, the author analyzes many of the problems that concern Soviet intellectuals.

Book No.: RU4-00171
Title: GLOTOK SVOBODY: (THE BREATH OF FREEDOM)
Author(s): OKUDZHAVA, BULAT
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MARGOLINA
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00172
Title: DELO PELIKANAX: (THE PELICAN BRIEF)
Author(s): GRISHAM, JOHN
Narrator(s):
Two Supreme Court justices have been assassinated. Darby Shaw, a young law student, has written a legal brief that will shake the Washington establishment and have her suddenly fearing for her life.

Book No.:RU4-00173  
**Title:** VOSPLAMENYAUCHAYA VZGLYADOM: (FIRESTARTER)  
**Author(s):** KING, STEPHEN  
**Narrator(s):**  
A young girl has the power to start fires when angered.

Book No.:RU4-00178  
**Title:** EKSPANSIYA: (EXPANSION)  
**Author(s):** SEMYONOV, JULIAN  
**Narrator(s):** MICHAEL BURUKASHVILI  
An action-packed novel that takes place in Spain at the end of the 1940s about a Soviet spy named Maxim Isaev-Shtirlitz.

Book No.:RU4-00182  
**Title:** CHOKNUTYE: (THE CRAZY ONES)  
**Author(s):** KUMIN, VLADIMIR  
**Narrator(s):** LEV KOTLYAR  
The three stories in this book were later made into movies.
Title: SKAZKI DLYA VZROSLYX: (FAIRY TALES FOR GROWN-UPS)
Author(s): VOINOVICH, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
Satirical sketches of life in the former Soviet Union.

Book No.: RU4-00185
Title: ODESSITY: PEOPLE OF ODESSA
Author(s): RATUSHINSKAYA, IRINA
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKIY
A novel of contemporary life about simple people who have been through great turmoil.

Book No.: RU4-00191
Title: SMESHANNYE CHUVSTVA: (MIXED FEELINGS)
Author(s): MISHIN, MICHAEL
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
A collection of satirical monologues.

Book No.: RU4-00193
Title: POSLEDNIY POLITICHEVSKIY PROCESS STALINA ILİ NESOSTOYAVSHIYSYA GENOCID: THE LAST POLITICAL TRIAL OF STALIN
Author(s): LYASS, FEDOR
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKIY
This book chronicles life in the former Soviet Union in the period immediately following World War II. The author focuses on the fate of the Jews, in particular the Doctor's Plot.

Book No.: RU4-00194  
Title: PROSELOCHNYE DOROGI: (THE COUNTRY ROADS)  
Author(s): CHMIELEWSKA, JOANNA  
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR  
The story focuses on a woman's travels through her native Polish countryside accompanied by her elderly parents and three aunts. The group spend their time trying to unravel the mystery of days long past.

Book No.: RU4-00196  
Title: RUSSKAYA KUXNYA V IZGNANI: (THE RUSSIAN KITCHEN IN EXILE)  
Author(s): VAIL, PETER & GENIS, ALEXANDER  
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR  
A book filled with recipes as well as an inquiry into the mysterious Russian soul.

Book No.: RU4-00197  
Title: DVE NOVELLY: NA CHYOM DERZHITSYA MIR/VECHNYI SHAX: (ON WHAT THE WORLD STANDS/ETERNAL CHECKMATE)  
Author(s): NERAS, YITZCHOK  
Narrator(s):
Two novellas dealing with Russian Jewish life under Nazi occupation.

Book No.: RU4-00198
Title: MIDRASH RASSKAZYVAET. VOL. 2 - BERAISHIS: MIDRASH SAYS VOL.2
Author(s): WEISSMAN, RABBI MOSHE
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
An interpretation of the Book of Genesis in light of sources found both in the Aggadah of the Talmud and in various Midrash.

Book No.: RU4-00204
Title: NEKTO FINKELMAER: (A CERTAIN FINKELMEYER)
Author(s): ROZINER, FELIX
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR
This fictionalized view of a dissident's life affords a complex account of Russian society, culture and politics under Stalin. Unable to publish his poetry for political reasons, poet Finkelmeyer 'translates' verses of some little-known ethnic minority. He is discovered and accused of parasitism.

Book No.: RU4-00205
Title: PRIKLUCHENIYA MAJORA ZVYAGINA: THE ADVENTURES OF MAJOR ZVYAGIN
Author(s): VELLER, MICHAEL
Narrator(s): TATIANA EIDINOVA
The main character of this novel spends his life trying to change people's destinies. He teaches them how to succeed because he is convinced that human beings are capable of doing anything.

Book No.: RU4-00206  
Title: ODINNADTSAT VSTRECH: THE ELEVEN MEETINGS  
Author(s): VAISFELD, ILYA  
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOPOLSKIY  
The author shares his recollections of Sergey Eisenstein, Alexander Dershenko, Grigoriy Kozintsev and other Russian film makers he has known through the years.

Book No.: RU4-00210  
Title: ARIA S ZHEMCHUGOM: (ARIA WITH PEARLS)  
Author(s): VARIOUS AUTHORS  
Narrator(s):  
A collection of detective stories from all over the world translated into Russian.

Book No.: RU4-00212  
Title: XLEB I MACA: (BREAD AND MATZOT)  
Author(s): DUBNOVA-ERLICH, SOFIA  
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The autobiography of a Russian Jewish woman who displayed great courage and selflessness during major upheavals in the history of the Soviet Union. The book includes some of Dubnova-Erlich's poetry from her volume 'Poems of Different Years.'

Book No.: RU4-00214
Title: CHERNY YASCHICK: (THE BLACK BOX)
Author(s): OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
'The Black Box' traces the life of a happily remarried woman who remains obsessively attached to her ex-husband. Translated from the Hebrew.

Book No.: RU4-00219
Title: DRUGAYA ZHIZN: (ANOTHER LIFE)
Author(s): TRIFONOVOV, YURI
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
A novel that deals with Soviet intellectuals during the Brezhnev years. After the thaw initiated by Khrushchev's government, people anticipated real changes in terms of democracy, freedom and justice. This was not to be and the novel's narrator, an historian, dies tragically.

Book No.: RU4-00220
Title: STRAX LUBVI: (FEAR OF LOVE)
Author(s): DE REMIER, HENRI
Narrator(s):
The main characters in these two novels are looking for love in Paris and Venice.
Book No.: RU4-00221
Title: ODIN INTELLIGENT USELSYA NA DOROGE: (ONE INTELLUCTUAL SAT ON THE ROAD)
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
A collection of short novels and stories by the Russian Jewish author who emigrated to Israel.

Book No.: RU4-00223
Title: NOCHNOY OBYSK: (NIGHT SEARCH)
Author(s): ALEKSIN, ANATOLY
Narrator(s): 
A collection of short stories and memoirs.

Book No.: RU4-00224
Title: KROVAVAYA SHUTKA. KNIGA 1.: (THE BLOODY HOAX) VOL 1
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
Two school friends exchange identities so that the gentile Grisha can begin to understand the suffering of Jewish Hershke in the czarist Russia of 1912-13.

Book No.: RU4-00226
Title: MUZHSKOY RAZGOVOR V RUSKOY BANE: (CONVERSATIONS AMONG MEN )
Author(s): SEVELLA, EFRAIM
Satirist Efraim Sevella ridicules every facet of life in Russia.

Book No.: RU4-00227
Title: DOM KOTORY POSTROIL SWIFT: (THE HOUSE THAT WAST BUILT BY SWIFT)
Author(s): GORIN, GREGORY
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR
This is a biography of the author's life and includes monologues for stand-up comics, plays and scripts.

Book No.: RU4-00228
Title: SECRETNYE MISSIYI: (THE SECRET MISSIONS)
Author(s): SHEBOSHYN, LEONID
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
The author, a former officer in the Soviet intelligence service offers a revealing look at some of the methods used by the agency.

Book No.: RU4-00229
Title: VOLNYE ZEMETKI K RODOSLOVNOY ANDREYA SACHAROVA: (FREE NOTES ABOUT ANDREI SAKHAROV'S FAMILY TREE)
Author(s): BONNER, ELENA
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR
This is a background history of the famous Soviet human rights activist.
Book No.: RU4-00232
Title: MIDRASH RASSKAZYVAET: SHEMOT VOL. 1 AND 2
Author(s): WEISSMAN, RABBI MOSHE
Narrator(s): TATIANA EIDINOVA
The second book of the Bible. For more information see R202.

Book No.: RU4-00236
Title: POVEST MOIX DNEY: (THE STORY OF MY LIFE)
Author(s): JABOTINSKY, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
This collection of stories by the famous hero includes the autobiographical essay 'Story of My Life' which describes his life until World War I.

Book No.: RU4-00237
Title: IZBRANNAYA PROZA: (SELECTED WRITINGS)
Author(s): PASTERNAK, BORIS
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
Two novels and an autobiographical sketch by the famous Russian writer and poet give us an intimate look at Pasternak's circle of friends.

Book No.: RU4-00238
Title: DOCHKI - MATERI: (MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS)
Author(s): BONNER, ELENA
Narrator(s): CNTL LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND
This memoir by the wife of the famous civil rights activist Andrei Sakharov focuses on her mother and grandmother and their families.

Book No.: RU4-00241
Title: YNESENNYE VETROM: (GONE WITH THE WIND) VOLS. 1 & 2
Author(s): MITCHELL, MARGARET
Narrator(s): TATIANA EIDINOVA
Life, love and passion in the Old South told against a backdrop of the Civil War. Combined 241 and 256

Book No.: RU4-00242
Title: ETUDY DETSKEI NEDETSKIE: STORIES FOR CHILDREN AND GROWNUPS
Author(s): ASHKENAZI, LUDWIG
Narrator(s): LUDMILA MUSHKATINA
A collection of stories and short novels by a famous Czech author.

Book No.: RU4-00244
Title: KROVAVAYA SHUTKA. KNIGA 1, 2: (THE BLOODY HOAX) VOL 1,2
Author(s): ALEICHEM, SHOLOM
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
Two school friends exchange identities so that the gentile Grisha can begin to understand the suffering of Jewish Hershke in the czarist Russia of 1912-13.

Book No.: RU4-00246
Title: PARK EVREEV: (JEWISH PARK)
Author(s): KANOVICH, GRIGORY
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
This novel, written in the form of a memoir, tells the story of Itzhak Malkin and his friends, survivors of World War II, who meet daily in the 'park of unwanted Jews' in Vilnius.

Book No.: RU4-00251
Title: POYUTSHIE V TERNOVNIKE: (THE THORNBIRDS)
Author(s): MCCOLLOUGH, COLLEEN
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
This is a sweeping saga of a family and forbidden love set against the backdrop of rural Australia.

Book No.: RU4-00254
Title: NE YBOYUS ZLA: (FEAR NO EVIL)
Author(s): SHARANSKY, NATAN
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The charismatic, controversial Soviet dissident and Jewish activist Natan Sharansky is world-renowned for his courageous defiance of the Kremlin. This important document is a totally compelling, first-person account of Sharansky's harrowing years in KGB custody, told with amazingly strong candor and wit.

Book No.: RU4-00255
Title: MIDRASH RASSKAZIVAYET: MIDRASH SAYS - BEMIDBAR
Author(s): WEISSMAN, MOSHE, RABBI
Narrator(s): SOFIA GOLDEN
This narrative of the book of Bemidbar is compiled from material found both in the aggados of the Talmud and in the Midrash. In this adaptation, not translation, of the Midrash, the author seeks to capture the spirit and present the ideas explained by the classical commentaries of the Torah and the Midrash.

Book No.: RU4-00257
Title: LEV IUEI: THE LION OF JUDAH
Author(s): OSTROVSKY, VICTOR
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
Mossad case officer Natan Stone is called in to investigate terrorist activity that threatens to undermine Middle East peace talks. Meanwhile a former Nazi and his Syrian allies plot to frame Stone to protect their Mossad mole. Stone must find the real traitor in order to clear himself.
This is a collection of essays and stories by such famous authors as O'Henry, De Maupassant and Tolstoy.

The book consists of two novels. The first one deals with recent events in Russia including the changes in the government. The second novel is a fictionalized account of the earthquake in Aslikhabad in 1948.

A collection of stories which span the years between the first and second world wars. Included are stories of Nazi atrocities.
This is a book about political life in Russia in the 90s. The author focuses on President Yeltsin and his inner circle.

Book No.: RU4-00270
Title: FILOSOFIYA MAIMONIDA: (MAIMONIDES' PHILOSOPHY)
Author(s): BEHLENJKIY, M. S
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
The author has written a number of books on philosophy. In this book he relates the life and theories of Maimonides, one of Judaism's greatest philosophers.

Book No.: RU4-00271
Title: IVANOV AND RABINOVICH OR I GO TO HAIFA: (IVANOV AND RABINOVICH OR "I GO TO HAIFA!"")
Author(s): KUMIN, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): LUDMILA MUSHKATINA
The author addresses the subject of emigration with humor and irony.

Book No.: RU4-00273
Title: CHETVYORTAYA PROZA: (THE FOURTH PROSE)
Author(s): MANDELSHTAM, OSSIP
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
This book by one of Russia's greatest poets (1891-1938) includes works Mandelshtam created in the 1920s and '30s.
Book No.: RU4-00275
Title: TY DOLZHNA ETO VSYO ZABYT: (YOU HAVE TO FORGET ALL OF THIS)
Author(s): KEYS-KUNA, LENA
Narrator(s): TATIANA EIDINOVA
The author's account of the many years that she and her family were refused permission by the Russian government to emigrate to Israel.

Book No.: RU4-00278
Title: ANOTOMIYA ODNOVO RAZVODA: (ANATOMY OF A DIVORCE)
Author(s): BAZIN, HERVE
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
A psychological novel on divorce from the woman's point of view. Originally published in French as 'Madam X'.

Book No.: RU4-00279
Title: IZBRANNOYE AGATY KRISTI: COMPILATION BY AGATA CHRISTIE
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
Three novels of intrigue by the grand dame of detective stories.

Book No.: RU4-00280
Title: +1000 EVREJSKICH ANEKDOTOV: +1000 JEWISH JOKES
Author(s): RUSKINA, GLORIA, COMPILED BY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A compilation of Jewish Jokes as well as humorous anecdotes from famous Jewish writers and actors.

Book No.: RU4-00281
Title: PAMYATNIYE ZAPISKI: (MEMOIRS)
Author(s): SAMOYLOV, DAVID
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
These memoirs from one of Russia's modern poets include recollections of his life as well as an interesting social-psychological analysis of his country.

Book No.: RU4-00285
Title: POZHIYLE ZAPISKI: (ELDERLY NOTES)
Author(s): GUBERMAN, IGOR
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
In his memoirs, Guberman reflects on a wide range of topics including love, friendship, joy and sorrow.

Book No.: RU4-00286
Title: EVREI V MOSKVE: (JEWS IN MOSCOW)
Author(s): RAZZON, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
This is an overview of the history and traditions of the Jews in Moscow.

Book No.: RU4-00287
Title: CHEREZ GODY I RASSTOYANIYA: (THROUGH YEARS AND SPACE)
Author(s): TROYANOVSKY, OLEG
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A memoir by a famous Russian diplomat about his personal and professional lives.

Book No.: RU4-00291
Title: APLODISMENTY: THE APPLAUSE
Author(s): GURCHENKO, LUIDMILA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
This is an account of the life of a famous Russian actress and her difficult road to success.

Book No.: RU4-00296
Title: ZAPISKI O PUSHKINE: (THE NOTES ON PUSHKIN)
Author(s): PUSHCHIN, IVAN
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
A memoir of the great Russian poet by one of his former schoolmates.

Book No.: RU4-00298
Title: OCHERKII PO ISTORII EVREEV ODESSY: (ESSAYS ON THE HISTORY OF ODESSA JEWS)
Author(s): KOTLER, Y.
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
This is a comprehensive history of the Jewish community in Odessa including the Jewish neighborhoods and the way in which the Jews contributed to the culture of the city.
Book No.: RU4-00300
Title: PRINTCESSA DIANA: (PRINCESS DIANA)
Author(s): BERRY, WENDY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
An account of the life of the late English Princess Diana.

Book No.: RU4-00301
Title: DETEKTIV: MYSTERY
Author(s): HAILEY, ARTHUR
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00303
Title: IZBRANNOYE: (SELECTED WORKS)
Author(s): CHUKOVSKAYA, LYDIYA
Narrator(s): LUDMILA MUSHKATINA
A collection of stories and memoirs by a famous Russian writer.

Book No.: RU4-00304
Title: V POISKACH GRUSTNOGO BEIBY: (IN SEARCH OF A SAD BABY, TWO STORIES ABOUT AMERICA)
Author(s): AKSYONOVA, VASILIY
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
There are two novels in this book. One was written in the former Soviet Union. The other was written after the author emigrated to America.
Book No.: RU4-00309
Title: SOLNTSE SAMOUBIYTS: (THE SUN OF THOSE WHO COMMIT SUICIDE)
Author(s): BAUCH, EFRAIM
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
The main character of this novel is a Russian immigrant artist in Italy who is trying to find his place in a new environment. Also included in the book are a number of essays that deal with the psychological aspects of life.

Book No.: RU4-00311
Title: NAD PROPASTIU VO LZHI: (ABOVE THE ABYSS IN LIES)
Author(s): NOVODVORSKAYA, VALERIYA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
For many years, mentally retarded people in Russia were considered insane. The author, one of the leaders of the democratic movement, expresses her opinions and shares her ideas about the eventual fate of Russia and its people.

Book No.: RU4-00312
Title: JEAN-PAUL BELMONDO
Author(s): BRAGINSKY, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A biography of the famous French film star.

Book No.: RU4-00313
POSLEDNEE ORUZHIE: (THE LAST WEAPON)
Author(s): TURIN, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The author uses the Middle East as a backdrop in this KGB thriller.

Book No.: RU4-00316
Title: ZHAKLIN: (JACKIE O)
Author(s): KELLEY, KITTY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A biography of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.

Book No.: RU4-00317
Title: SOBRANIE PROZY V TREX TOMAX: (A COLLECTION OF STORIES IN THREE VOLUMES)
Author(s): DOVLATOV, SERGEY
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
A collection of stories by a Russian writer in exile. Combined 317, 318, 319

Book No.: RU4-00319
Title: SOBRANIE PROZY V TREX TOMAX: (A COLLECTION OF STORIES IN THREE VOLUMES)
Author(s): DOVLATOV, SERGEY
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Three volumes of works by famous Russian writer.
Book No.: RU4-00321
Title: ZHENSCHINA V BELOM: (THE WOMAN IN WHITE)
Author(s): COLLINS, WILKIE
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
In the words of the author; 'This is a story about what a woman can overcome and what a man can achieve.'

Book No.: RU4-00322
Title: PALACHI I ZERTVY: (THE EXECUTIONERS AND VICTIMS)
Author(s): STOLAROV, KIRILL
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A history of the circumstances surrounding the deaths of Abakumov and Beria as well as the details of the arrests of Solzhenitsin and others.

Book No.: RU4-00323
Title: ISAAK DUNAYEVSKY: ISAAC DUNAYEVSKY. BIG CONCERT
Author(s): MINCHYONOK, DIMITRY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A biography about the famous Russian composer Isaak Dunayevsky.

Book No.: RU4-00326
Title: MOI CHASY IDUT INACHE: MY CLOCK MOVES DIFFERENTLY
Author(s): CHEKHOVA, OLGA
During the time that he served as Prime Minister of Israel, Menachem Begin wrote of his eight years in a Russian prison and the level of spirituality that allowed him to survive.

A novel about several generations of a family written in the form of a diary.

The story of a love affair between an American admiral and a Russian actress and the price she paid for her moment of happiness.
Book No.: RU4-00331  
Title: ZALMANYANE: (RABBI ZALMAN'S DESCENDANTS)  
Author(s): KULIBAK, MOISEY  
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN  
A portrait of shtetl Jews, the descendants of Rabbi Zalman.

Book No.: RU4-00336  
Title: SHOSHA  
Author(s): SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS  
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN  
Set in pre-World War II Warsaw, it is the story of a young writer-playwright and his love for four women.

Book No.: RU4-00337  
Title: UNIZHENNYE I OSKORBLYONNYE: (THE INSULTED AND INJURED)  
Author(s): DOSTOYEVSKY, FYODOR M.  
Narrator(s): LUIDMILA MUSHKATINA  
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00338  
Title: ABRAM PETROVICH GANNIBAL - PRADED PUSHKINA: (ABRAHAM PETROVICH HANNIBAL - PUSHKIN'S GREAT GRANDFATHER)  
Author(s): FEINBERG, ILYA  
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
This book by a famous Russian literary critic is a collection of Pushkin's works written at various stages of his life.

Book No.: RU4-00339  
Title: I XLEBOM ISPYTANIY: THE BREAD OF TRIBULATION  
Author(s): MUSAKHAMOV, VALERY  
Narrator(s): LUIDMILA MUSHKATINA  
The contemplations of a man in the throes of a "middle-age" crisis.

Book No.: RU4-00340  
Title: ZHIVEYE ZHIZNY: LARGER THAN LIFE  
Author(s): PEREVOZTSHIKOV, VALERY  
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN  
A collection of V. Vysotsky's interviews as well as memoirs of his friends, relatives and colleagues.

Book No.: RU4-00341  
Title: ZACHAROVANNYE SMERTYU: (ENCHANTED BY DEATH)  
Author(s): ALEKSIEVICH, SVETLANA  
Narrator(s): LUIDMILA MUSHKATINA  
A compilation of the author's notes for future books as well as essays whose topics include wars and atrocities.

Book No.: RU4-00342
Title: ZAGADKA SITTAFORDA: (THE SITTAFORD MYSTERY)
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
This book contains two Hercule Poirot mysteries; "The Sittaford Mystery" and "The Hotel Bertram."

Book No.: RU4-00343
Title: ROMAN, POVESTI: (NOVEL, NOVELLAS)
Author(s): AITMATOV, CHINGIS
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
This book contains a complete novel and two novellas.

Book No.: RU4-00344
Title: VOT IDET MESSIAH: (HERE COMES THE MESSIAH)
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The author is a Russian Jew who is now living in Israel. Rubina's use of prose makes both this and her other novels very popular.

Book No.: RU4-00345
Title: VOSPOMINANIYA: (MEMOIRS)
Author(s): GERSHTEIN, EMMA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The author's memoir encompasses a world long gone filled with literary greats including Osip Mandelshtam, Anna Akhmatova and Boris Pasternak.
Using various commentaries, the author attempts to reconcile the spiritual and material aspects of our world.

In the first of six volumes, Pushkin's notes and essays give us the opportunity to follow his train of thought on a variety of subjects.

The author, a Russian actress, gives an account of her life.
Title: MOSKVA, KAK MNOGO V ETOM ZVUKE!: (MOSCOW, HOW MUCH THERE IS IN THIS SOUND!)
Author(s): NAGIBIN, YURI
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
These essays deal with the preservation of architecture in Moscow.

Book No.: RU4-00353
Title: BESEDY O STRESSE I ZDOROYVE: (TALKS ABOUT STRESS AND HEALTH)
Author(s): LEIN, IRINA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The author writes about stress and the impact it has on people's health.

Book No.: RU4-00355
Title: VOSPOMINANIYA: (MEMOIRS)
Author(s): SABASHNIKOV, M.
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
Memoirs of a famous Russian publisher written against the backdrop of Russian culture at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century.

Book No.: RU4-00356
Title: MOTSART: ISSLEDOVATELSKII ETUD: (THE MOZART: RESEARCH)
Author(s): CHICHERIN, GEORGY
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
This work on the great composer was written by a man who was both an outstanding diplomat and People's Commissar of Foreign Affairs.

Book No.: RU4-00357  
Title: TOSKA PO DOMY: (MISSING HOME)  
Author(s): KARABCHIEVSKY, YURI  
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN  
This book contains the novel Alexander Zibber's Life and two novellas.

Book No.: RU4-00358  
Title: POVEST O ZHIZNI: (A NOVELLA ABOUT LIFE)  
Author(s): PAUSTOVSKY, KONSTANTIN  
Narrator(s): LUIDMILA MUSHKATINA  
In this autobiographical novel, the author conveys his enchantment with life itself.

Book No.: RU4-00359  
Title: ANDREY MIRONOV I YA: (ANDREY MIRONOV AND I)  
Author(s): YEGOROVA, TATYANA  
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY  
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00360  
Title: MIDRASH RASSKAZYVAYET: THE MIDRASH SAYS - VAYIKRA
This narrative on the Book of Vayikra is compiled from material found both in the Aggados of the Talmud and in the Midrash. The book does not constitute a translation, but rather an adaptation of the Midrash. The author seeks to capture the spirit and present the ideas explained by the classical commentaries of the Torah and the Midrash.

Book No.: RU4-00362
Title: POVESTI I RASSKAZY: (NOVELLAS AND SHORT STORIES)
Author(s): CHEKHOV, ANTON
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
An anthology of this famous Russian author's novellas and short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00365
Title: ZHARKOYE LETO POLKOVNIKA ABELYA: (COLONEL ABEL'S HOT SUMMER)
Author(s): TARASOV, DMITRY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNAPOLSKY
A book about the Soviet intelligence officer Rudolph Abel.

Book No.: RU4-00366
Title: PYATYI UGOL: (THE FIFTH CORNER)
Author(s): METTER, ISRAEL
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The story of a tragic love affair told against the backdrop of Russian life.

Book No.: RU4-00370
Title: NOVIY BLIZHNIY VOSTOK: (THE NEW MIDDLE EAST)
Author(s): PERES, SHIMON
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Israeli statesman and former prime minister Shimon Peres expresses his views on Middle East politics today.

Book No.: RU4-00371
Title: ESLI NASTUPIT ZAVTRA: (IF TOMORROW COMES)
Author(s): SHELDON, SIDNEY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A novel about theft in the business world by a popular American author.

Book No.: RU4-00373
Title: EVREI SHUTYAT: (JEWISH HUMOR)
Author(s): STOLOVICH, L.
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
An anthology of Jewish humor.

Book No.: RU4-00377
Title: ZHIZN PODARENNAYA DVAZHDY: THE DOUBLE GIFT OF LIFE
Author(s): BAKLANOV, GRIGORIY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
An account of life in Russia after World War II, through the "thaw" during Khrushchev's government until Perestroika. This book is written in an interesting and simplistic manner.

Book No.: RU4-00378
Title: SPASIBO SERDTSE: (THANK YOU, MY HEART)
Author(s): UTYOSOV, LEONID
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNAPOLSKY
A memoir written by a famous Soviet artist.

Book No.: RU4-00379
Title: OCHERKI OB ANNE AXMATOVOY: (THE NOTES ABOUT ANNA AKHMATOVA - VOL. 1, 1938-1941)
Author(s): CHUKOVSKAYA, LIDIYA
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
The author and her subject are very good friends. Her notes allow the reader to perceive the greatness of probably the best Russian poetess to grace the twentieth century.

Book No.: RU4-00380
Title: RASSKAZY: (SHORT STORIES)
Author(s): BIALIK, CHAIM NACHMAN
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A collection of short stories by a world-renowned Yiddish author that recounts the life of Russian Jews during the last century.

Book No.: RU4-00381  
Title: PRO YO, PRO ETO: (ABOUT THIS, ABOUT THAT)  
Author(s): RAYKIN, MAXIM  
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY  
Memoirs of the brother of the famous Russian actor Arkady Raykin.

Book No.: RU4-00382  
Title: CHASTNAYA KOLLEKTSIIYA: (PRIVATE COLLECTION)  
Author(s): SYMONOV, ALEXSEY  
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK  
The son of a famous author writes about his life as well as the lives of other writers he has known.

Book No.: RU4-00383  
Title: ELEGIYA MICHAILA TALYA: (THE EULOGY OF MICHAEL TAL)  
Author(s): LANDAU, SALLY  
Narrator(s): SOFIA GOLDENBERG  
A memoir of her life with the Russian chess player Michael Tal written by his second wife.

Book No.: RU4-00386
Title: MNE SKUCHNO BEZ DOVLATOVA: (I MISS DOVLATOV)
Author(s): REIN, EUGENE
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The life of the author in which he gives an account of his relationships with the many famous Russian artists of his generation.

Book No.: RU4-00387
Title: EVREI PO STRANICAM ISTORII: (JEWS IN HISTORY)
Author(s): ASINOVSKI, S. & YOFFE, E.
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A history of Jewish people.

Book No.: RU4-00389
Title: ALKA ALLOCHKA, ALLA BORISOVNA
Author(s): BELYAKOV, ALEXEY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A biography of a popular Russian singer.

Book No.: RU4-00390
Title: ZAPISKI O MIKHAILE BULGAKOVE: (NOTES ABOUT MIKHAIL BULGAKOV)
Author(s): YANOVSKA, LYDIA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A biography of Russian author Mikhail Bulgakov which spans a period of thirty years of his life and work.
Black comedy and disturbing events in the history of Russia at the turn of the 18th century mix in this provocative novel about Peter the Great and his three real-life Jewish advisers, Shafirov, Divier and Lacosta. In his novel spanning a half-century, from 1689 past Peter's death in 1738, Moscow-born Israeli writer Markish conjures this world in a style that renders it terrible and puckish at once and gives a good sense of the fine line once walked by European Jews with ambition, as they made themselves clever and harmless, jesters to those in power.

Autobiography.

A well-known French author (1866-1944) gives an account of his life.
Book No.: RU4-00402
Title: VYSHEL MECYAC IZ TYMANA: (THE MOON APPEARED IN THE FOGGY SKY)
Author(s): VISHNIVETSKAYA, MARINA
Narrator(s):
A collection of short stories written by a contemporary Russian author.

Book No.: RU4-00403
Title: ZAPAX SHOKOLADA: (THE SMELL OF CHOCOLATE)
Author(s): VOINOVICH, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): ALEXANDR KRASNOPOLSKIY
A book about life in the Soviet Union after World War II.

Book No.: RU4-00406
Title: CHTO PEREZHLI NASH NAROD: (HOW OUR PEOPLE SURVIVED)
Author(s): DAGAN, BAT-SHEVA
Narrator(s): ALEKSANDR KRASNOPOLSKIY
A book of poetry for children which depicts the horrors of the Holocaust and how the Jewish people survived.

Book No.: RU4-00408
Title: ZOLOTAYA SERIYA YUMORA: (THE GOLD SERIES OF HUMOR)
Author(s): TRUSHKIN, ANATOLY
Narrator(s): ALEX KRASNOPOLSKY
A collection of monologues and anecdotes by a famous Russian writer.
Book No.: RU4-00410
Title: WOLF MESSING
Author(s): NEPOMNYASHCHIY, N., ED.
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
A biography about the first Soviet parapsychologist.

Book No.: RU4-00412
Title: DWE DIANY: (THE TWO DIANAS)
Author(s): DUMAS, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
The King's court in France is the backdrop for this novel by the famous French author.

Book No.: RU4-00415
Title: DVOE DRUZEY VYSHLI V PUT: (TWO FRIENDS ON THE ROAD)
Author(s): Y. TSHERNOVITZ & M. LOBE
Narrator(s): LANA KISILEVICH
A young Jewish boy travels from Israel to Italy in the hope of finding his younger sister from whom he became separated during the war.

Book No.: RU4-00416
Title: POET POVESTI O BIALIKE: (A POET BIALIK'S STORY)
Author(s): LEAH NAOR
Narrator(s):
A biography of the great contemporary Jewish poet.
Book No.: RU4-00417
Title: HADAS
Author(s): FINE, ESTER
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
This narrative by a young girl in ancient times tells of the war that was fought in Gamla.

Book No.: RU4-00418
Title: MEZH PESKAMY I NEBESNOY SINGU: (BETWEEN SAND AND BLUE SKY)
Author(s): NACHUM GUTMAN & EHUD BEN-EZER
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
An account of the cultural life in Tel Aviv by the authors who lived there during its founding.

Book No.: RU4-00419
Title: VOZVYSHAYUTSHIY OBMAN: THE ENNOBLING DECEIT
Author(s): KONCHALOVSKY, ANDREY
Narrator(s): VICTORIYA RAGOLSKY
The author, an actor and producer, tells about his life, people he knew and women he loved.

Book No.: RU4-00426
Title: SKAZOCNYE ISTORII RABI NAHMANYA IZ BRASLAVA: THE STORIES OF RABBI NACHMAN OF BRESLOV
Author(s): TRANSLATED BY RABBI AVIGDOR GANZ
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
The autobiography of Rabbi Nachman of Breslov (1772-1810), the great grandson of the founder of Hasidism who despite his short life and because of his vast knowledge of the Torah and Kabbalah developed a large community of Hasidim who follow his teachings to this day.

Book No.: RU4-00427
Title: BOG NE ZHYVET V LESY: THE G-D DOESN'T LIVE IN THE WOODS
Author(s): HELEN BURKO
Narrator(s): LANA KISILEVICH
An autobiographical novel by the author who converted from Judaism to Christianity in order to marry the man she loved. She writes of her life from early childhood to adulthood through the horrors of World War II.

Book No.: RU4-00428
Title: EVREISKIYE GEROYI: (THE JEWISH HEROES)
Author(s): WEILERSTEIN, SADIE ROSE
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
The stories about the prophets during biblical times.

Book No.: RU4-00430
Title: ZHIT S BIBLIEY: (LIVING WITH THE BIBLE)
Author(s): MOSHE DAYAN
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Moshe Dayan, who was Israel's first foreign minister, offered portraits of biblical characters fused with his own knowledge of the history of the Holy Land.

Book No.:RU4-00436
Title:SEMYA OPPERMAN: (THE OPPERMANS)
Author(s):FEUCHTWANGER, LION
Narrator(s):
The novel focuses on the scientist's family in Germany before World War II. The social and economic situation of that time serves as a background to this story.

Book No.:RU4-00437
Title:VSE TECHET: (FOREVER FLOWING)
Author(s):GROSSMAN, VASILY
Narrator(s):
A novel about Stalin's regime.

Book No.:RU4-00442
Title:SUDBA SOVETSKIX PEREBEHZHCHIKOV: THE FATE OF RUSSIAN DEFECTORS
Author(s):SHEPHERD, GORDON BROOK
Narrator(s):LYUDMILA MARGOLINA
This work details the flight of the first Soviet defectors or political refugees from the Soviet Union during the period from 1917-1953.

Book No.:RU4-00446
Title:BEG NA KOROTKIE DISTANCYI: SPRINT

Book No.: RU4-00450
Title: EDO I EINAM: (IDO AND EINAM)
Author(s): AGNON, YOSEF
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Two short novels stressing the universal failure of communication between God and man, and man and man.

Book No.: RU4-00451
Title: ISXOD: EXODUS (PARTS I AND II)
Author(s): URIS, LEON
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Jews who survived the Holocaust arrive on a ship named Exodus and help to build the State of Israel.

Book No.: RU4-00453
Title: SO CTAROY RYNOCHNOY PLOCSHADI: (FROM THE OLD MARKET PLACE)
Author(s): BULOV, JOSEPH
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Yosik, an undersized but precocious Jewish boy, describes the chaotic events in Vilnius, the former capital of Lithuania, during the first two decades of the twentieth century. Among those events are pogroms, a war, pestilence, a revolution, and anti-Semitism.
Book No.:RU4-00454
Title: NEVYNOSIMAYA LIEGKOST BYTIYA: THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF EXISTENCE
Author(s): KUNDERA, MILAN
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHATIN
A young woman in love with a man who is torn between the love of her and his incorrigible womanizing.

Book No.:RU4-00455
Title: GOD PERVYI: (THE FIRST YEAR)
Author(s): TSEMACH, SHLOMO
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.:RU4-00456
Title: MY: WE ARE
Author(s): ZAMAITIN, EVGENI
Narrator(s): VALERY KLUGMAN
A diary of the person who lives in the futuristic "ideal city" where all attempts of human individuality are forbidden.

Book No.:RU4-00460
Title: NOVAYA ROSSIYA V POSTELI, NA PANELI I V LYUBVI: NEW RUSSIA IN BED AND IN LOVE
Author(s): TOPOL, EDUARD
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
A humorous explanation of a sex revolution in a "new" Russia

Book No.: RU4-00461
Title: CHTO BILO I CHEVO NE BILO I KOECHTO ESHCHO: (WHAT WAS, WHAT WASN'T, AND SOMETHING ELSE)
Author(s): BOGOSLOVSKIY, NIKITA
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00462
Title: MOYA ZHIZH (AUTOBIOGRAFIYA): (MY LIFE- AUTOBIOGRAPHY)
Author(s): MEIR, GOLDA
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
For the first time, we experience in her own words how it happened that this amazing woman, born in Russia and brought up in Milwaukee, became the prime minister of Israel and one of the political giants of the time. Mrs. Meir writes revealingly not only about the famous Israelis with whom she worked so intimately, such as David Ben-Gurion and Moshe Dayan, but also about the world leaders whom she encountered, such as President Kennedy, President Nixon, President de Gaulle, and Prime Minister Wilson. Replaces Raisa Kofman's recording of this book. © 1993

Book No.: RU4-00463
Title: PRIKLUCHENIYA GLUPOVO GLIKMANA: (THE ADVENTURES OF FOOLISH GLIKMAN)
Author(s): DEPS, MAN
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00465
Title: SAMSON NAZAREY
Author(s): JABOTINSKY, VLADIMIR ZEV
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
This novel by well-known Jewish writer, poet and public figure Vladimir Zabotinsky is based on the Biblical story of Samson in the Book of Judges. Samson Nazarey, a man of extraordinary force, has been called by God to rescue the people. Written in 1927, the novel was never published in Russia. © 1990

Book No.: RU4-00468
Title: VERDIKT: (THE VERDICT)
Author(s): GRISHAM, JOHN
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00469
Title: LYUDI I LOZHI/ RUSSKIE MASONY DVADTSATOGO STOLETIYA: (PEOPLE AND LODGES/ RUSSIAN MASONS OF THE 20TH CENTURY)
Author(s): BERGEROVA, NINA
Narrator(s):
The book is based on unique archival sources. It contains a history and the description of masonic rituals, interpretation of special terms, and the biographic dictionary of Russian masons. Nina Berzerova's fascinating book is addressed not only to the experts and historians, but also to all readers who are interested in this topic. © 1997

Book No.: RU4-00471
Title: NOVY SLADOSTNY STIL: (A NEW SWEET STYLE)
Author(s): AKSENOV, VASILIY
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
Alexander "Sasha" Korbach, a singer/composer/playwright, comes to the United States to start a new life, and to search for a new style of artistic expression. Vasily Aksyonov draws a sharp portrait of a flawed but resilient hero who wanders through his new homeland in search of happiness and a rational life. This is a story about displacement and relocation, despair and redemption, Communism and Capitalism, love and sex, art and commerce. © 1998

Book No.: RU4-00472
Title: PUTESHESTVIE V STRANU 'ZEKA': A TRIP TO THE COUNTRY OF INCARSERATED
Author(s): IYUDAMARGOLIN, YULIY
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Fiction.
This new book by Lyudmila Petrushevskaya includes her new novels and stories already known to readers. The characters in the book are people with whom we work, or who live in the same neighborhood. The author tells the stories of the ordinary people who have extraordinary lives. © 1996

Fiction.
Title: KRATKAYA ISTORIYA EVREEV: (BRIEF HISTORY OF JEWISH PEOPLE)
Author(s): DUBNOV, S.M.
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
This book covers a huge period in the history of Jewish people, from ancient times up to the 19th century. Included are chapters about history of Jewish people during and after the Persian dominion, the Greek rule over Judea, medieval history, and newer Jewish history in Europe. © 1997

Book No.: RU4-00477
Title: ZAPISKI O MIKHAILE BULGAKOVE: (THE MEMOIRS ABOUT MIKHAIL BULGAKOV)
Author(s): YANOVSKAYA, LIDIYA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
This book is devoted to the life and work of a famous Russian writer, M. A. Bulgakov. The author analyzes different articles and novels written by Bulgakov and their place in the Russian literature of the 19th century. © 1997

Book No.: RU4-00478
Title: UVIDET DEREVO: (TO LAY EYES ON A TREE)
Author(s): VISHNEVETSKAYA, MARINA
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
The author explores the world through the eyes of her characters, most of whom live in the captivity of their own imagination. The author always gives them hope "to see a tree," that is, to rise above the moment, to understand each other, and to believe in oneself. © 2000

Book No.: RU4-00486
Title: SMERT GERONTOLOGA: (THE DEATH OF THE GERONTOLOGIST)
Author(s): KANDEL, FELIX
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00488
Title: ZASTOLYE C POETAMI: (DINNER WITH POETS)
Author(s): REZNIKOV, ALEX
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00491
Title: Y REK BABYLONA: (BY THE RIVERS OF BABYLON)
Author(s): YOFFE
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00492
Title: ZOLOTOYA SERIA YUMORA: (THE GOLDEN SERIES OF HUMOR)
Author(s): GURIN, GREGORIIY
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
This anthology includes old comic stories, new monologues, and ironic memoirs. The book is part of the "Gold Series of Humor," which selects works of the most interesting and famous Russian authors. © 2000

Book No.:RU4-00495
Title:PO KOM ZVONIT KOLOKOL: (FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS)
Author(s):HEMINGWAY, ERNEST
Narrator(s):LYDUMILLA PAYKINA

Book No.:RU4-00497
Title:UBIT PERESMESHNIKA: (TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD)
Author(s):LEE, HARPER
Narrator(s):LYUDMILLA PAYKINA
A Russian translation of the classic story of racism and justice in the American South, as seen through the eyes of a lawyer's young daughter.

Book No.:RU4-00498
Title:ZAVTRAK U TIFFANI: (BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S)
Author(s):CAPOTE, TRUMAN
Narrator(s):VIKTOR PERSIK
A Russian translation of the classic romance about a charming young woman who arrives in New York.
Book No.:RU4-00499
Title:GOVORIT MOSKVA: (THIS IS MOSCOW SPEAKING)
Author(s):DANIEL, YULI
Narrator(s):LARISSA VOLOSHIN
Fiction

Book No.:RU4-00502
Title:MAMA: MOTHER
Author(s):SEVELA, EFRAIM
Narrator(s):ALEXANDER KRASNOPOLSKY
A son searches for his mother.

Book No.:RU4-00504
Title:STRASTI PO CHAYKOVSKOMY: PASSION OF TCHAIKOVSKY
Author(s):VOLKOV, SOLOMON
Narrator(s):VIKTOR PERSIK
Through "conversations" between the author (a well-known music expert) and the great choreographer George Balanchine, a portrait emerges of Peter Tchaikovsky, the composer for whom destiny is inseparable from the world of music.

Book No.:RU4-00505
Title:SESTRY: (SISTERS)
Author(s):TOLSTAYA, TATIANA & NINA
Narrator(s):SOFIA GOLDENBERG
Tolstoy's granddaughters share a similar vision of the world. Tatyana is a journalist, while her sister Natalia is an author of short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00506  
**Title:** XLADNOKROVNOYE UBIYSTVO: (IN COLD BLOOD)  
**Author(s):** CAPOTE, TRUMAN  
**Narrator(s):** VIKTOR PERSIK  
Russian translation of the American novelist's account of a true crime. ©

Book No.: RU4-00507  
**Title:** VIKING: (VIKING)  
**Author(s):** SEVELA, EFRAIM  
**Narrator(s):** ALEXANDER KRASNAPOLSKY  
Algirdasa Pozery, a famous poet laureate from Lithuania, undergoes a serious spiritual crisis. He is known as a "sad Viking" who desperately tries to find himself and his place in this world. But the only place he feels comfortable is the world of his dreams, the world of his poetry. ©

Book No.: RU4-00508  
**Title:** VERA, NADETHDA, LYUBOV: (FAITH, HOPE, LOVE)  
**Author(s):** BEZELYANSKIY, YURIY  
**Narrator(s):** VIKTOR PERSIK  
Portraits of women
With elements of naturalism and romantic adventure, this novel stars Humphrey Van Weyden, a refined castaway who is put to work on the motley schooner Ghost. The ship is run by brutal Wolf Larsen, who, despite his intelligence and strength, is antiso cial and self-destructive. Hardened by his arduous experiences at sea, Humphrey develops strength of both body and will, protecting another castaway, Maud Brewster, and facing down the increasingly deranged Larsen. Original English language © 1904
The fourth book in the "Earth's Children" series follows Ayla, who has no memory of her own people, and her mate Jondalar, who yearns to return to his, as they journey across the prehistoric continent. © 1998

An Andalusian shepherd boy named Santiago travels from his homeland in Spain to the Egyptian desert in search of a treasure buried in the pyramids. On his journey, he meets a Gypsy woman, a man who calls himself king, and an alchemist, all of whom point him in the direction of his quest. Soon, Santiago's treasure hunt for worldly goods becomes a discovery of the treasures found within our hearts. Tenth anniversary edition, with new author's introduction, © 2003

Book No.:RU4-00517
Title:OBESCHANIE NA RASSVETE: A PROMISE AT THE DAWN
Author(s):GARI, ROMEN
Narrator(s):IGOR MUSHKATIN
The memoirs of the diplomat and film-maker from his birth in Moscow (1914) through the liberation of Paris after World War II...His description of his mother made her a legend in French literature as the epitome of maternal love. © 2001

Book No.:RU4-00518  
Title:IMYA POTERPEVSHEGO NIKTO: THE NAME OF THE VICTIM IS NO ONE  
Author(s):MARININA, ALEXANDRA  
Narrator(s):IGOR MUSHKATIN  
Mystery.

Book No.:RU4-00519  
Title:POD POKROVOM PYANOGO LESA: THE DRUNKEN FOREST  
Author(s):DURRELL, GERALD  
Narrator(s):LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA  
Durrell, a naturalist, spent six months in South America in 1954, collecting animals for British zoos. In addition to making observations of animal behavior, he encountered dramatic and humorous human problems, including a revolution in Argentina, a crazed carpenter, and an eccentric housekeeper, who also happens to be the local madam. © 1998

Book No.:RU4-00520  
Title:TEMNY TSVETOK: THE DARK FLOWER  
Author(s):GALSWORTHY, JOHN  
Narrator(s):VALERIY KLUGMAN
The story is divided into three epochs, "Spring," "Summer" and "Autumn" three great passions in a man's life belonging respectively to his youth, his maturity and his middle age. Of the three women who successively inspire these three passions, the first might almost have been his mother, the second was of suitable age to be his wife, and the third could easily been his daughter. © 2002
In 17th century Moscow, before the time of Peter the Great, Captain van Dorn races to find a document purported to be a fifth Gospel before his enemy can get it. His adventure has repercussions for his 20th century descendant, Nicholas, an Englishman who finds himself in Russia, surrounded by dead bodies and a mysterious song. © 2000

Book No.: RU4-00524  
Title: GARI POTER I FILOSOFSKIY KAMEN: HARRY POTTER AND THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE  
Author(s): ROWLING, J. K.  
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN  
Harry Potter has no idea how famous he is. That's because he's being raised by his miserable aunt and uncle who are terrified that he will learn that he's a wizard, just as his parents were. But then Harry turns 11 and is summoned to attend Hogwarts, a mysterious boarding school for wizards, and he enters a mystical world he never knew existed and learns that he has a special destiny. © 2000

Book No.: RU4-00525  
Title: SMERT OT KUTUR: DEATH BY HAUTE COUTURE  
Author(s): DRAPKINA, ALLA  
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA  
Mystery.
Liz Sutherland and her husband Jack are happily married lawyers with five wonderful children. But then Jack is murdered on Christmas Eve, and Liz must find the strength to go on, even though she feels like her life is over. When her son is hurt in a sports accident, she meets Dr. Bill Webster. Her sons encourage this new relationship, but her daughters disapprove. Can Bill help bring hope back to Liz's house on Hope Street? © 2002

When Hannah falls in love with a geologist named Michael, they get married, and settle in a religious neighborhood in Jerusalem, although they are not so religious themselves. Together, they must withstand the British Mandate, Independence, war, violence, and rationing. But as time passes, the marriage deteriorates, and Hannah retreats into a dark fantasy life. © 1994

When Hannah falls in love with a geologist named Michael, they get married, and settle in a religious neighborhood in Jerusalem, although they are not so religious themselves. Together, they must withstand the British Mandate, Independence, war, violence, and rationing. But as time passes, the marriage deteriorates, and Hannah retreats into a dark fantasy life. © 1994

When Hannah falls in love with a geologist named Michael, they get married, and settle in a religious neighborhood in Jerusalem, although they are not so religious themselves. Together, they must withstand the British Mandate, Independence, war, violence, and rationing. But as time passes, the marriage deteriorates, and Hannah retreats into a dark fantasy life. © 1994
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00529  
Title: LESTNITSA YAKOVA: JACOB'S LADDER  
Author(s): BAUH, EPHRAIM  
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00531  
Title: BOLSHOYE ZLO I MELKIE PAKOSTI: THE BIG EVIL AND FINE DIRTY TRICKS  
Author(s): USTINOVA, TATIANA  
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN

Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00532  
Title: V POLYAX AMALEKA: (IN THE FIELDS OF AMALEK)  
Author(s): LUXEMBURG, ELI  
Narrator(s): YURIY VOTYAKOV

Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00534  
Title: KNIGA PROSCHANIYA: (THE BOOK OF FAREWELL)  
Author(s): OLESHA, YURI  
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK

Fiction.
After two years at the Russian front, Ernst Graeber finally receives three weeks' leave. When Graeber arrives home, he finds his house bombed to ruin and his parents nowhere in sight. Nobody knows if they are dead or alive. As his leave draws to a close, Graeber reaches out to Elisabeth, a childhood friend. Like him, she is imprisoned in a world she did not create. But in a time of war, love seems a world away. And sometimes, temporary comfort can lead to something unexpected and redeeming.
This is much more than an artistic memoir, it is a courageous account of an era. Plisetskaya joined the Bolshoi Ballet in 1943, and became one of its most acclaimed prima ballerinas (and one of the best-known in the West), performing into the 1990s. But as she makes clear, her life as of an honored artist in her homeland has been one of daily struggle: she was routinely humiliated and artistically encumbered by a punitive bureaucracy.
Sixteen-year-old Assaf, lonely and bored at his summer job, is assigned to find the owner of a mischievous dog. The dog leads him on a wild tour of Jerusalem, and Assaf meets a variety of odd characters while he picks up clues about - and falls in love with, sight unseen - the dog's owner. The dog belongs to Tamar, a girl Assaf's age, who is out to rescue a drug-addicted runaway boy while looking for her pet. Translated from the Hebrew (2000) original.
In Germany engulfed by war the wife of an influential banker fell in love with a Jewish author. His Jewish heritage led them both to death. The husband who survives her lives on to protect her memory, and their children. And the ring he passes on to his daughter Ariana remains a bond of love between them. Separated from her family, and unable to escape Germany, Ariana is finally arrested. A young Nazi officer offers her survival and hope for the future. Tragedy and a sudden twist of fate carries Ariana to America, to a chilling deception. Her past seemingly lost forever, her future uncertain, the ring she still clings to is all she has left of her father and brother. And in time it will become the bridge from her past to her future.

Book No.: RU4-00547
Title: MINOTAVR: (THE MINOTAUR)
Author(s): TAMUZ, BENYAMIN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00548
Title: ANGEL-XRANITEL: (THE GUARDIAN ANGEL)
Author(s): SPARKES, NIKOLAS
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00549
Title: BLAGOSLOVENIYE: (THE BLESSING)
At the turn of the century, Szybusz, a town in northern Poland, is the scene of this bittersweet romance with social and psychological implications.

Book No.: RU4-00553
Title: TROYE V LODKE NE SCHITAYA SOBAKI: (THREE PEOPLE IN THE BOAT NOT COUNTING THE DOG)
The author lovingly details seventeenth century life in the Dutch city of Delft. The events in the book are viewed through the eyes of Griet, a sixteen year old Dutch girl, whose changed family circumstances force her into taking a position as a maid in the home of a renowned painter, the taciturn Johannes Vermeer. Chevalier has written a beautiful and descriptive account of the daily workings in a busy artist's household.
The biblical rivalry between Esau and his younger twin, Jacob, who tricks him out of their father's blessing, serves as the prototype for this yeasty, vibrant and sprawling modern-day family saga. The novel shuttles back and forth between the U.S. and Israel from the 1920s through the '70s, unreeling dozens of stories of sorrow, joy, death, war and love.

Book No.: RU4-00559
Title: MOLOT EDEMA: (THE HAMMER OF EDEN)
Author(s): FOLLETT, KEN
Narrator(s):
A fringe, cult-like group is determined to protect their commune, which is located in the backwoods of Northern California, from development. To do so, they need a credible means to force the state government to stop the development. With the help of a geologist who's joined the commune, the cult leader (Priest) determines there may be a way to trigger earthquakes using a sonic mapping device.

Book No.: RU4-00562
Title: NEVEZHVESTVO: (IGNORANCE)
Author(s): KUNDERA, MILAN
Narrator(s):
Novel.

Book No.: RU4-00563
Title: KOGDA NITCSHE PLAKAL: (WHEN NIETZSCHE CRIED)
Author(s): YAALOM, IRWIN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00564
Title: LYUBIMUY SPUTNIK: (A LOVELY COMPANION)
Author(s): CHARUKI, MURAKAMI
Narrator(s):
Novel.

Book No.: RU4-00565
Title: KADISH PO NERODIVSHEMUCYA REBENKU: (KADDISH FOR THE UNBORN CHILD)
Author(s): KARTISH, IMRE
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00566
Title: UMNOZHOYUSCHIY PECHAL: THE ONE WHO MULTIPLIES THE SORROW
Author(s): VINER, GREGORY
Narrator(s):
Mystery

Book No.: RU4-00567
Title: KAZHDUY ZA CEBYA: (EVERYBODY FOR THEMSELVES)
Author(s): MARININA, ALEKSANDRA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00568
Title: SHTRIXI K BIOGRAFI II VYSOCKOGO: (SMALL NOTES TO THE BIOGRAPHY OF VYSOCKIY)
Author(s): PEREVOZCHIKOV, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00569
Title: SYN KUNGA: THE SON OF KUNG
Author(s): POHL, FREDERICK
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00570
Title: STATS KIY SOVETNIK: (THE COUNSELMAN)
Author(s): AKUNIN, BORIS
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00572
Title: SEMEYNAYA KNIGA: (A FAMILY BOOK)
Author(s): KISHON, EFRAIM
Narrator(s):
The main character Harry Potter is in terrible danger. As if it's not bad enough that after a long summer with the horrid Dursleys he is thwarted in his attempts to hop the train to the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry to begin his second year. But when his only transportation option is a magical flying car, it is just his luck to crash into a valuable (but clearly vexed) Whomping Willow. Still, all this seems like a day in the park compared to what happens that fall within the haunted halls of Hogwarts.
Book No.:RU4-00578
Title:KOZHA DLYA BARABANA: (A SKIN FOR THE DRUM)
Author(s):PERES-REVERTE, ARTURO
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.:RU4-00579
Title:VCE RASSKAZY MEGRE: INSPECTOR MAIGRET MYSTERIES
Author(s):SIMENON, GEORGES
Narrator(s):
Mystery

Book No.:RU4-00581
Title:ODIN I ODNA: (THE ONE)
Author(s):MAKNIN, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.:RU4-00582
Title:CHAYKA: (THE SEAGULL)
Author(s):BACH, RICHARD
Narrator(s):
Fiction.
Book No.:RU4-00583
Title:DOCH PISATELYA: THE WRITER'S DAUGHTER
Author(s):TROYAT, HENRI
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.:RU4-00584
Title:GRAFINYA SALISBYRI: LA DAME SALISBYRI
Author(s):DUMAS, ALEXANDRE
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.:RU4-00585
Title:BECEDY S BRODSKIM: (THE CONVERSATIONS WITH BRODSKY)
Author(s):VOLKOV. SOLOMON
Narrator(s):
Conversations.

Book No.:RU4-00586
Title:ANGELY I DEMONY: ANGELS AND DEMONS
Author(s):BROWN, DAN
Narrator(s):
Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon is shocked to find proof that the legendary secret society, the Illuminati--dedicated since the time of Galileo to promoting the interests of science and condemning the blind faith of Catholicism--is alive, well, and murderously active. Brilliant physicist Leonardo Vetra has been murdered. His final discovery, antimatter, the most powerful and dangerous energy source known to man, has disappeared--only to be hidden somewhere beneath Vatican City on the eve of the election of a new pope. Langdon and Vittoria, Vetra's daughter and colleague, embark on a frantic hunt through the streets, churches, and catacombs of Rome, following a 400-year-old trail to the lair of the Illuminati, to prevent the incineration of civilization.

Book No.: RU4-00587
Title: SYUZHET POVESTVOVANIYA: (THE CORE OF THE NARRATION)
Author(s): ISKANDER, FAZIL
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00588
Title: YA CHO CYU TVIYU DEVYSHKY: (I WANT YOUR GIRLFRIEND)
Author(s): TOPOL, EDUARD
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00590
   Title: PESKI VREMENI: THE SANDS OF TIME
   Author(s): SHELDON, SIDNEY
   Narrator(s): Fiction. Superseded by RU-00749.

Book No.: RU4-00591
   Title: LATRYN: (LATRUN)
   Author(s): OREN, RAM
   Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
   Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00593
   Title: SMERT RADI SMERTI: (DEATH FOR THE SAKE OF DEATH)
   Author(s): MARININA, ALEXANDRA
   Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
   Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00594
   Title: MOLODYE LVY: THE YOUNG LIONS
   Author(s): SHAW, IRWIN
   Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00595
   Title: KYRSIV MOY. AVTOBIOGRAFIYA: (ITALICS ARE MINE. AUTOBIOGRAPHY)
   Author(s): BERBEROVA, NINA
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUBMAN
Autobiography

Book No.: RU4-00596
Title: BOGINYA. TAYNAYA ZHIZN MERILIN MONRO: (GODDESS: THE SECRET LIVES OF MARILYN MONROE)
Author(s): SUMMERS, ANTHONY
Narrator(s): KLARA GRUNBARG
The biogrpaphy of Merilin Monroe.

Book No.: RU4-00597
Title: ZEMLYA POD NOGAMI: (THE EARTH UNDER ONE'S FEET)
Author(s): KANDEL, FELIX
Narrator(s): VICTORIA RABOLSKY
Non-fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00598
Title: EVREYSKIY AKCENT: (THE JEWISH ACCENT)
Author(s): CHANUK, MICHAIL
Narrator(s): YURIY VOTYAKOV
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00599
Title: LEGENDY INVALIDNOY YLICY: (LEGENDS FROM DISABLED STREET)
Author(s): SEVELA, EFRAIM
Book No.: RU4-00600
Title: PESNYA PESNEY: (SONG OF SONGS)
Author(s):
Narrator(s): IRINA LAZAREVA
Poetry.

Book No.: RU4-00601
Title: PEREXOD CHEREZ REKY: (CROSSING THE RIVER)
Author(s): KLUGER, DANIEL
Narrator(s): LARISA VOLOSHIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00602
Title: 200 LET VMESTE: (200 YEARS TOGETHER)
Author(s): SOLZHENITSIN, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00603
Title: SO STAROY RYNOCNOY PLOSCHADI: (FROM THE OLD TOWN SQUARE)
Author(s): BULOFF, IOSIF
Narrator(s): INNA VASILEVKAYA
Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00604
Title: ZHIZN I SMERT MIXAILA BULGAKOVA: 
(THE LIFE AND DEATH OF MICHAEL BULGAKOV)
Author(s): SCHWARTZ, ANATOLIY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00605
Title: ZHIVYA V CTRAXE. DNEVNIK.: (LIVING WITH FEAR. THE JOURNAL)
Author(s): SCHWARTZ, EVGENIY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Autobiography

Book No.: RU4-00606
Title: NESKOLKO TOROPLIVYX CLOV O LYUBVI: 
(A FEW QUICK WORDS ABOUT LOVE)
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s):

Book No.: RU4-00607
Title: BESSMERTNAYA TRILOGIYA: MOY DVADCATIY VEK (MY TWENTIETH CENTURY)
Author(s): MARIENGOF, ANATOLIY
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Mariengof describes his encounters with such legendary Russians as Esenin, Meyerhold, Stanislavsky and others. A fascinating record of literary and artistic life in Russia at the beginning of the century.

Book No.: RU4-00608
Title: KNIGA DLYA UCHENIKA I UCHITELYA: (A BOOK FOR THE TEACHER AND THE STUDENT)
Author(s): AKHMATOVA, ANNA
Narrator(s):
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00609
Title: POLYA ELISEYSKIE. KNIGA PAMYATI: (ELYSIAN FIELDS. A MEMORY BOOK)
Author(s): YANOVSKIY, VASILIY
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK

Book No.: RU4-00610
Title: MOY MIR: (MY WORLD)
Author(s): PAVAROTTI, LUCIANO
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
A memoir by the Italian tenor.

Book No.: RU4-00611
Title: DVORYANSKOYE GNEZDO: (THE NEST OF GENTLEFOLK)
Author(s): TURGENEV, IVAN
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Turgenev's novel about a well-meaning landowner and his adulterous wife. The novel's protagonist, Fyodor Ivanych Lavretsky, shares many of Turgenev's traits.

Book No.: RU4-00612
Title: POEZD SHEL V UTRO: (TRAIN RIDE INTO MORNING)
Author(s): REIDEL, MIRON
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
novel about ordinary people trying to resolve their inner struggles and find meaning in their lives. Rejdel spent the war years as an actor in a military theater performing for Russian soldiers in the war zone. For many years he wrote, directed and hosted programs for Russian TV. Rejdel immigrated to the U.S. in 1993.

Book No.: RU4-00613
Title: POSLEDNIY VYXOD SHERLOKA: (SHERLOCK'S LAST EXIT)
Author(s): KLUGER, DANIEL
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00614
Title: ZHIZN. MILY DRYG. NOVELLRY.: LIFE, A DEAR FRIEND AND OTHER SHORT STORIES
Author(s): MAUPASSANT, GUY DE
In five interlinked chronological tales (and a prologue), a brilliant cast of medieval sleuths created by Michael Jecks, Susanna Gregory, Bernard Knight, Ian Morson, Philip Gooden, and Simon Beaufort, pursues the bloody mystery of a relic powerful and cursed: a fragment of the True Cross.
Julia, a young Madrid art restorer, is pulled into a shadowy world of metaphor when she discovers a long-covered inscription on a Flemish painting: Who killed the knight? Art, chess and murder are intertwined in this elegant, seductive mystery.

The star of this novel is Hollywood's hottest leading lady, Lara Ivory, an impossibly perfect woman who has everything except true love. While shooting her latest film, however, Lara falls hard for a mysterious young actor, Joey Lorenzo. Traumatic childhood secrets, jealous ex-lovers, the tabloids, and even a stalker threaten but ultimately fail to destroy Lara and Joey's budding relationship.

Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00621
Title: DOM NA KRAYU CVETA: A HOME AT THE END OF THE WORLD
Author(s): Cunningham, Michael
Narrator(s): Valeriy Klugman
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00622
Title: RASKOLOTYE SNY: SHUTTERED DREAMS
Author(s): Sheldon, Sidney
Narrator(s): Lyudmila Mushkatina
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00623
Title: STERYV I IX MYZHYA: DANGEROUS KISS
Author(s): Collins, Jackie
Narrator(s): Igor Mushkatin
Lucky, daughter of mobster Gino, triumphs in love and business, She's wife, a doting mom and a major Hollywood player as the head of Panther Studios until she abruptly decides to sell. Lucky struggles with the attentions of director Alex Woods, who never lets her forget the night they shared. Fierce monogamist Lucky excuses her own slip but has a hard time forgiving her husband when his Sicilian rescuer appears with a five-year-old son. Believable? Not for a minute. Entertaining? Of course.

Book No.: RU4-00624
Title: DYSHNOY NOCHYU V KAROLINE: A NIGHT IN CAROLINE
Author(s): BOLL, JOHN
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00625
Title: VY SPOSOBNY ULYBNYTCPYA NEZNAKOMOY SOBAKE?: CAN YOU SMILE AT A STRANGE DOG?
Author(s): ANISAROVA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00626
Title: RUSSKIY ROMAN: A RUSSIAN NOVEL
Author(s): SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00627
Title: ZHELEZO, RZHAVOYE ZHELEZO: AN OLD IRON
Author(s): BURGESS, ANTHONY
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00628
Title: MOSKVA 2042: (MOSCOW 2042)
Author(s): VOYNOVICH, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00629
Title: MOY PAPA SHTIRLITZ: MY FATHER SHTIRLITZ
Author(s): ISAEVA, OLGA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00630
Title: PROZHITOYE: MY LIFE
Author(s): ZHENOV, GEORGIY
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00632
Title: SANDRO IZ CHEGEMA, CH.1 & CH.2: SANDRO FROM CHEGEM, P.1 AND 2
Author(s): ISKANDER, FAZIL
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
The complete book (both volumes) are combined on this DTB. BHP

Book No.: RU4-00634
Title: ANNA I AMEDEO: ANNA AND AMEDEO
Author(s): NOSIK, BORIS
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00635
Title: ZHIZN I LIRA: THE LIFE AND THE SONG
Author(s): ANTHOLOGY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK

Poetry.

Book No.: RU4-00636
Title: REKA AKKERVIL. RASSKAZY: AKKERVIL RIVER. STORIES
Author(s): TOLSTAYA, TATYANA
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00637
Title: DZHASOVYE PORTRETY: PORTRAITS OF JAZZ
Author(s): MURAKAMI, CHARUKI
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK

Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00638
Title: MALENKII ISTORII: LITTLE STORIES
Author(s): KIPLING, RUDYARD
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK

Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00639
Title: Y REK VAVILONSKIX. NACIONALNAYA EVREYSKAYA LIRIKA V MIROVOY POEZII: RIVER OF BABYLON. JEWISH POETRY IN WORLD LITERATURE
Author(s): COMPILATION BY YAFFE
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Poetry

Book No.: RU4-00640
Title: KHASIDSKIYE RASSKAZY: CHASSIDISCHE STORIES
Author(s): PEREZ, YITZCHOK
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00641
Title: XOROSHIY STALIN: GOOD STALIN
Author(s): YEROFEEV, VIKTOR
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00642
Title: IZYUM: A RAISIN
Author(s): TOLSTAYA, TATYANA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00643
Title: SOLNCE MERTVYX: SUN OF THE DEAD
Author(s): SHMELEV, IVAN
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00645
Title: PESNYA LYUBVI .RYSSKAYA LIRIKA NACHALA 20 VEKA: LOVE SONG.RUSSIAN POETRY OF THE BEGINNING OF 20TH CENTURY
Author(s): COMPILATION
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Poetry.

Book No.: RU4-00646
Title: PAPASHA MENSHEN I SHERIF KISLAYA ROZHA. CKAZKI I LEGENDY AMERIKI: AMERICAN FOLKLORE
Author(s): COMPILATION
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00647
Title: POSLEDNII CVIDETELI. SOLO DLYA Detskogo Golosa: LAST WITNESSES
Author(s): ALEKCIEVICH, SVETLANA
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00648
Title: PROGNOZ GADOSTEY NA ZAVTRA: PREDICTION OF BAD THINGS FOR TOMORROW
Author(s): DONCOVA, DARYA
Narrator(s): OLGA SOKOLOVA
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00649
Title: YTRACHENNAYA MYZYKA: THE LOST MUSIC
Author(s): NAGIBIN, YURIY
Narrator(s): VICTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00650
Title: VCYUDU VCTRECHALIC MNE LYUDI: (I MEET PEOPLE EVERYWHERE )
Author(s): ASHKENAZI, LUDWIG
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER FAYDER
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00651
Title: KATER CVYAZY.CTIXOTVORENIYA: (FERRY CONNECTIONS.POEMS )
Author(s): EVTUSHENKO, EVGENIY
Narrator(s): ALEXANDER FAYDER
Compilation of poems written by the famous Russian writer.
Book No.: RU4-00652
Title: OSTROV LYUBVI: (THE ISLAND OF LOVE)
Author(s): NAGIBIN, YURI
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Collection of essays and short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00653
Title: BELOYE NA CHERNOM: (WHITE ON BLACK)
Author(s): GOLIERO, RUBEN DAVID GONZALEZ
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Autobiography

Book No.: RU4-00654
Title: KARYSEL, KENGYRY I RURU: (MERRY GO ROUND, KENGYRY AND RURU)
Author(s): ALESHKOVSKY, YUZ
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Collection of 3 novels.

Book No.: RU4-00655
Title: LYUDI NASHEGO TSARYA: (PEOPLE OF OUR TSAR)
Author(s): ULITSKAYA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Collection of short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00656
Title: ISTORII PRO LYUDEY I ZVEREY: (ANIMAL STORIES)
Author(s): ULITSKAYA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s): IRINA GUSSO
Collection of short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00657
Title: TIXIYE OMUTY: (DARK LAKES)
Author(s): BRAGINSKIY, EMIL, RYAZANOV, ELDAR
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Collection of novels written by famous Russian filmmakers.

Book No.: RU4-00658
Title: PROSTAKI ZA GRANICEY: (INNOCENTS ABROAD)
Author(s): TWAIN, MARK
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
The author recalls his trip to Europe and Palestine.

Book No.: RU4-00659
Title: ALMAZNAYA KOLESNICA: (A DIAMOND CARRIAGE)
Author(s): AKUNIN, BORIS
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00660
Title: TERPENIYE: PATIENCE
Collection of novels written by famous Russian writer.

Book No.: RU4-00661
Title: LYUDI, GODY, ZHIZN: (PEOPLE, YEARS, LIFE)
Author(s): ERENBURG, ILIYA
Narrator(s): Autobiography

Book No.: RU4-00662
Title: MEST FARAOONA: (THE REVENGE OF THE PHARAOH)
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00663
Title: MEMYARY GEISHI: (THE MEMOIRS OF GEISHA)
Author(s): GOLDEN, ARTHUR
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00664
Title: NEZHELATELNYE ELEMENTY: (UNWANTED ELEMENTS)
Author(s): BARNARD, CHRISTIAN; STENDER, ZIGFRID
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKIIY
A novel written by the famous heart surgeon from South Africa.

Book No.: RU4-00665
Title: PRIZ: (THE AWARD)
Author(s): DASHKOVA, POLINA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00666
Title: PERESHAGNUV POROG: (STEPPING OVER)
Author(s): NEMIROVSKAYA, MAYA
Narrator(s): MAYA NEMIROVSKAYA
Short stories narrated by the author.

Book No.: RU4-00667
Title: NISCHIY, VOR: BEGGARMAN THIEF
Author(s): SHAW, IRWIN
Narrator(s):
Novel

Book No.: RU4-00668
Title: UBIYSCTVO V DOME VIKARIYA: (MURDER AT THE VICARAGE)
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00669
Title: SMERT LORDA EDZHVERA: THE DEATH OF THE LORD EDZHVER
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00670
Title: SMERT PRIXODIT V KONCE: DEATH COMES AT THE END
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00671
Title: TAYNA ISPANSKOGO SUNDUKA: THE SECRET OF THE SPANISH TRUNK
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00672
Title: REGTYME: RAGTIME
Author(s): EDGAR L DOCTOROW
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKIIY
An extraordinary tapestry, Ragtime captures the spirit of America in the era between the turn of the century and the First World War.

Book No.: RU4-00673  
Title: MALENKAYA CHASTNAYA VOYNA: SURVIVOR IN DEATH  
Author(s): ROBERTS, NORA  
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00674  
Title: NOVOYE NACHALO: (THE NEW BEGINNING)  
Author(s): STEEL, DANIEL  
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00675  
Title: TSENA NELYUBVI: WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT KEVIN  
Author(s): SHRIVER, LIONEL  
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00676  
Title: MOLEKYLY EMOCIY: THE PARTICLES OF EMOTIONS)  
Author(s): VISHNEVSKY, YANUSH
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00677
Title: PRIZRAKI LEXINTONA: THE GHOSTS OF LEXINGTON
Author(s): MURAKAMI, CHARUKI
Narrator(s): Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00678
Title: PROZA: NOVELS
Author(s): VYSOTSKIY, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
Stories.

Book No.: RU4-00679
Title: BELAYA GOLUBKA KORDOVY: THE WHITE PIGEON OF KORDOVA
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
A story of a talented painter who makes a living by falsifying the paintings of famous masters.

Book No.: RU4-00680
Title: BEZ PRAVA NA OSHIBKY: (NO MARGIN FOR ERROR)
Author(s): CHILD, LEE
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00681
Title: NOVELLY: (STORIES)
Author(s): ALEKSIN, ANATOLIY
Narrator(s):
Stories.

Book No.: RU4-00682
Title: NA SOLNECHNOY STORONE ULICY: (THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET)
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s):
Novel.

Book No.: RU4-00683
Title: AUTODAFE: (ACTS OF FAITH)
Author(s): SIGAL, ERIK
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00684
Title: TY MOY: (YOU BELONG TO ME)
Author(s): GEGINS, CLARK MARY
Narrator(s):
Mystery.
Book No.: RU4-00686
Title: DANEL SHTAIN-PEREVODCHIK: (DANIEL SHTEYN-TRANSLATOR)
Author(s): ULITSKAYA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s):
General Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00687
Title: CVYATOY BRUNO: (SAINT BRUNO)
Author(s): KARR, PHILIPPE
Narrator(s):
Historical fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00688
Title: STERVY I IX MUZHYA: DANGEROUS KISS
Author(s): COLLINS, JACKIE
Narrator(s):
Lucky, daughter of mobster Gino, is a wife, a mom and a major Hollywood player as the head of Panther Studios until she abruptly decides to sell. Lucky struggles with the attentions of director Alex Woods, who never lets her forget the night they sha red.

Book No.: RU4-00689
Title: ROMANY I RASSKAZY: NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES
Author(s): GUY DE MAUPASSANT
Narrator(s):
Novels and Short Stories

Book No.: RU4-00690
Title: XISHNIK: PREDATOR
Author(s): RIDPATH, MICHEL
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00691
Title: NA FONE ZVEZD I STRAXA: BEHIND STARS AND FEAR
Author(s): PETKEVICH, TAMARA
Narrator(s):
General Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00692
Title: TEOFIL NORT: THEOPHILUS NORT
Author(s): WILDER, THORNTON
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00693
Title: MNE 46: I AM 46
Author(s): ARBATOVA, MARIYA
Narrator(s):
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00694
Title: ZAPISKI IZ KYLINARNOGO PODPOLYA: KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL
Author(s): BOURDAIN, ANTHONY
Narrator(s): EVZOR KREMENETSKY

Book No.: RU4-00695
Title: ZHIZN-YAVLENIYE POLOSATOYE: (LIFE IN STRIPES)
Author(s): SATZ, NATALIE
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA

Book No.: RU4-00696
Title: WOLF MESSING. SUDBA PROROKA: WOLF MESSING. THE LEGACY OF A PROPHET
Author(s): STRONGIN, VLADLEN
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
A biography of Wolf Messing.

Book No.: RU4-00697
Title: IZBRANNOYE: SELECTED WORKS
Author(s): TOLSTOY, LEO
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Selected works by Leo Tolstoy.
Book No.: RU4-00698
Title: NOVYY PIGMALION: THE NEW PIGMALION
Author(s): KAUI, VERA
Narrator(s): Mystery

Book No.: RU4-00699
Title: OKONCHATELNYY DIAGNOZ: THE FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Author(s): SEGAL, ERICH
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
General fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00700
Title: YARCHE TYCYACHI SOLNC: BRIGHTER THAN A THOUSAND SUNS
Author(s): JUNGK, ROBERT
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKIY
An account of the remarkable scientists who discovered that nuclear fission was possible and then became concerned about its implications.

Book No.: RU4-00701
Title: KREYCEROVA SONATA: THE KREUTZER SONATA
Author(s): TOLSTOY, LEO
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
The Kreutzer Sonata portrays an intense conflict between sexual desire and moral constraint.

Book No.: RU4-00702
Title: PESHKA V CHUZHOY IGRE: THE SEARCH
Author(s): JOHANSEN, IRIS
Narrator(s):
The story of a courageous woman who is coerced into tracking down a ruthless killer--but as she hunts out her prey with stunning accuracy, she becomes the object of his wrath....

Book No.: RU4-00703
Title: OTEL NU GEMPSHIR: THE HOTEL " NEW HAMPSHIRE"
Author(s): IRVING, JOHN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00704
Title: TAM GDE TRAVA ZELENEE: WHERE THE GRASS IS GREENER
Author(s): TERENTYEVA, NATALYA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00705
Title: BOFORT: BEAUFORT
Author(s): LESHEM, RON
Book No.: RU4-00706
Title: KORONOVAANNAYA RASPUTNICA: THE CROWNED LIBERTINE
Author(s): ARSENYEVA, YELENA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00707
Title: VERSHINA XOLMA: THE TOP OF THE HILL
Author(s): SHAW, IRWIN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00708
Title: NEVYNOSIMAYA LEGKOST BYTIYA: THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING
Author(s): KUNDERA, MILAN
Narrator(s):
A young woman in love with a man; one of his mistresses and her faithful lover-these are the two couples whose story is told in this masterful novel.

Book No.: RU4-00709
Title: ZAMKNUTYY KRUG: THE RING IS CLOSED
Author(s): HAMSUN, KNUT
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00710
Title: SDELKA RAYNEMANA: THE RHINEMAN EXCHANGE
Author(s): LUDLUM, ROBERT
Narrator(s):
Mystery, suspense

Book No.: RU4-00711
Title: NA ISXODE DNYA: THE REMAINS OF THE DAY
Author(s): ISHIGURO, KAZUO
Narrator(s):
A profoundly compelling portrait of the perfect English butler and of his fading, insular world postwar England.

Book No.: RU4-00712
Title: PROPASCHIY: GONE FOR GOOD
Author(s): COBEN, HARLAN
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00713
Title: POVELITEL MYX: LORD OF THE FLIES
Author(s): GOLDING, WILLIAM
Narrator(s):
Fiction
Book No.: RU4-00714
Title: MIF OB IDEALNOM MUZHCHINE: THE MYTH ABOUT PERFECT MAN
Author(s): USTINOVA, TATYANA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00715
Title: XLEB PO VODAM: BREAD UPON THE WATERS
Author(s): SHAW, IRWIN
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00716
Title: IUDEYSKAYA VOYNA: THE WARS OF THE JEWS
Author(s): FLAVIUS, JOSEPHUS
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00717
Title: BECEDY O TORE: CONVERSATIONS ABOUT THE TORAH
Author(s): ZILBER, IZHAK
Narrator(s):
Conversations about the Torah.
Book No.: RU4-00718
Title: PYAT VREMEN GODA: FIVE SEASONS
Author(s): YEHOSHUA, A.B.
Narrator(s):

Book No.: RU4-00719
Title: POVEST O LYUBVI I TME: A TALE OF LOVE AND DARKNESS
Author(s): OZ, AMOS
Narrator(s):
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00720
Title: BOLSHAYA PAYKA: THE BIG PIECE
Author(s): DUBOV, YULIY
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00721
Title: ELEGANTNOCT EZHIKA: THE ELEGANCE OF THE HEDGEHOG
Author(s): BARBERY, MURIEL
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00722
Title: NEFRITOVYE CHETKI: GEMSTONE BEADS
Author(s): AKUNIN, BORIS
Narrator(s):
Mystery, suspense.

Book No.: RU4-00723
Title: POSLEDNEE MESTO KOTOROYE SOZDAL BOG: (THE LAST PLACE THAT GOD CREATED)
Author(s): HIGGINS, JACK
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00724
Title: MOYA KUZINA REYCHEL: MY COUSIN RACHEL
Author(s): DI MORIYA, DAFNA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00725
Title: PRINCESSA ROKNROLLA: THE PRINCESS OF ROCK-N-ROLL
Author(s): ROBERTS, NORA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00726
Title: SOBRAT GOLOVOLOMKY: (THE JIGSAW)
Author(s): MAKBEYN, ED
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00727
Title: CHASOVCHIK: THE WATCH MASTER
Author(s): KORTES, RODRIGO
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00728
Title: TSYGANKA: THE GYPSY
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00729
Title: BEGLYE V NOVOROCII: THE REFUGEES FROM NOVOROCIYA
Author(s): DANILEVSKIY, GRIGORIY
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00730
Title: SYBBOTA V LISSABONE: THE SATURDAY IN LISBON
Author(s): BASHEVICH ZINGER, ITSHAK
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00731
Title: PODSTROCHNIK: BETWEEN THE LINES
Author(s): LUNGINA, LILLIAN
Narrator(s):
Autobiography, memoir.

Book No.: RU4-00732
Title: O LYUBVI: IT'S ALL ABOUT LOVE
Author(s): ALEKSIN, ANATOLIY
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00733
Title: DETOUBYCA: CHILD KILLER
Author(s): GREENSTEIN, FREIDREICH
Narrator(s): LEV KOTLYAR
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00734
Title: FONTANELA: FONTANELLA
Author(s): SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00735
Title: TYSYACHA SIYAUSHIX SOLNC: A THOUSAND SPLENDID SUNS
Author(s): HOSSEINI, KHALED
Narrator(s):
Book No.: RU4-00736
Title: BEGUSHIY ZA VETROM: THE KITE RUNNER
Author(s): HOSSEINI, KHALED
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00737
Title: VEC MIR-TEATR: THE WHOLE WORLD IS THE THEATRE
Author(s): AKUNIN, BORIS
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00738
Title: MNE XOTELOC CHTOB MENYA KTO-NIBYD GDE-NIBYD ZHDAL: I WISH SOMEONE WERE WAITING FOR ME SOMEWHERE
Author(s): GAVALDA, ANNA
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00739
Title: KTO-TO KOGO YA LYUBILA: SOMEONE I LOVED
Author(s): GAVALDA, ANNA
Book No.: RU4-00740
Title: OSKAR I ROZOVAYA DAMA: OSCAR AND THE LADY IN PINK
Author(s): SCMITT, ERICH-EMANUEL
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00741
Title: NA POSLEDNEM DYZANII: THE LAST GRASP
Author(s): GARY, ROMAIN
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00742
Title: ZHELTOGLAZYE KROKODILY: YELLOW CROCODILES
Author(s): PANKOL, KATRIN
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00743
Title: ZHENA PUTESHESTVENNIKA VO VREMEJNI: THE TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE
Author(s): NIFFENEGGER, AUDREY
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00744
Title: VERDIKT: THE RUNAWAY JURY
Author(s): GRISHAM, JOHN
Narrator(s):

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00745
Title: DZHEN EYR: JANE EYRE
Author(s): BRONTE, CHARLOTTE
Narrator(s):

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00746
Title: SAD MIRA - PRAKTICHESKOYE RYKOVOVDSTVO PO MIRY V CEMYE: THE GARDEN OF PEACE: A MARITAL GUIDE
Author(s): RABBI SHALOM ARUSH
Narrator(s):
A marital guide.

Book No.: RU4-00748
Title: MOLOYE LVY: THE YOUNG LYONS
Author(s): SHAW, IRWIN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.
The backdrop for this romantic adventure story is the conflict between Basque nationalists and a repressive Spanish government in the post-Franco years. Pitted against each other in a fight to the death are charismatic Basque guerrilla leader Jaime Miro and corrupt, sadistic Colonel Acoca. When Acoca brutally sacks a convent in search of Miro, four nuns escape at the urging of Sister Lucia, who has been hiding in the cloister. They flee into the forest, where they are befriended by Miro and his gang. Before crossing Spain to a rendezvous point, the group splits up to more safely evade an increasingly enraged Colonel Acoca.
Book No.: RU4-00752
Title: LOLITA: LOLITA
Author(s): NABOKOV, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00753
Title: MOST CHEREZ VECHNOST: THE BRIDGE ACROSS FOREVER: A TRUE LOVE STORY
Author(s): BACH, RICHARD
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00754
Title: PRIZNANIYE: THE CONFESSION
Author(s): GRISHAM, JOHN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00755
Title: BEGI, PAREN, BEGI: RUN, MAN, RUN
Author(s): HIMES, CHESTER
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00756
Title: SINDIKAT: THE CONGLOMERATE
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00757
Title: UYTI NELZYA OSTATCYA: CAN'T LEAVE, CAN'T STAY
Author(s): GARMASH-ROFFE, TATYANA
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00758
Title: CVETY OSENI: LES FLEURS DE L'AGE
Author(s): BATAUX, ARIELE
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00759
Title: LATRUN: LATRUN
Author(s): OREN, RAM
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00760
Title: SAMSON-NAZAREY: SAMSON-NAZAREI
Author(s): ZHABOTINSKY, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s):
Fiction

Book No.: RU4-00761
Title: KOD DA VICNCHI: THE DA VINCI CODE  
Author(s): BROWN, DAN  
Narrator(s):  
Mystery, suspense.  

Book No.: RU4-00762  
Title: PRIGOVOOR: THE VERDICT  
Author(s): SHEPETINSKIY, YAKOV  
Narrator(s):  
Fiction.  

Book No.: RU4-00763  
Title: ISTORIYA LYUBVI: LOVE STORY  
Author(s): SEGAL, ERICH  
Narrator(s):  
Fiction.  

Book No.: RU4-00764  
Title: VCE POPRAVIMO: EVERYTHING CAN BE FIXED  
Author(s): KABAKOV, ALEXANDER  
Narrator(s):  
Fiction.  

Book No.: RU4-00765  
Title: MOLYER: MOLIERE  
Author(s): BULGAKOV, MIKHAIL  
Narrator(s):  
Fiction
Book No.: RU4-00766  
Title: TY PRAVA, FILUMENA: YOU ARE RIGHT, FILUMENA  
Author(s): SIMONOVA-PARIAN, OLGA  
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA  
Memoirs.

Book No.: RU4-00767  
Title: SAMUIL MARSHAK ANTOLOGIYA: A SAMUEL MARSHAK ANTHOLOGY  
Author(s): BURNS, ROBERT  
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK  
Poetry.

Book No.: RU4-00768  
Title: PUSHKIN: IZBRANNOYE: PUSHKIN: SELECTED PROZE  
Author(s): PUSHKIN, ALEXANDER  
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKY  
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00769  
Title: IZBRANNOYE: COMPILATION  
Author(s): RYBAKOV, ANATOLY  
Narrator(s): VARIOUS  
Compilation of R-58, 68, 235 and 631
Book No.: RU4-00770
Title: KLYUCH: THE KEY
Author(s): ALDANOV, MARK
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKY
Trilogy. Part 2 - "The Escape", Part 3 - "The Cave"

Book No.: RU4-00771
Title: POLINA
Author(s): DUMAS, ALEXANDRE
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00772
Title: ANGELY NA KONCHIKE IGLY: THE ANGELS ON TOP OF A NEEDLE
Author(s): DRUZHNIKOV, YRIY
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00773
Title: KNIGA RUT: (THE BOOK OF RUTH WITH COMMENTARIES OF RSHI AND MALBIM)
Author(s): TRANSLATED BY A. OLMAN
Narrator(s): YURIY VITYUKOV
Powerful themes of tolerance and acceptance gained through love and understanding.

Book No.: RU4-00774
Title: TE SLOVA CHTO MY NE SKAZALI DRUGU: THOSE WORDS THAT WE DIDN'T SAY TO EACH OTHER
Author(s): LEVY, MARK
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00779
Title: IGRA NA CHUZHOM POLE: THE GAME ON A WRONG FIELD
Author(s): MARININA, ALEXANDRA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00780
Title: MASKA I DUSHA: THE MASK AND THE SOUL
Author(s): CHALIAPIN, FEODOR
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00781
Title: PROXODYA MIMO: WALKING BY
Author(s): EDEL, TATYANA
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00782
Title: ALYE PARUSA: SCARLET SAILS
Author(s): GREEN, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): TATIANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00783
Title: SAD MIRA - PRAKTIChESKOY Fare
RYKOVODSTVO PO MIRY V CEMYE: THE GARDEN OF PEACE: A MARITAL GUIDE
Author(s): RABBI SHALOM ARUSH
Narrator(s):
A marital guide.

Book No.: RU4-00784
Title: TAYNA MOEGO OTRAZHENIYA: THE MYSTERY OF MY REFLECTION
Author(s): GARMASH ROFFE, TATYANA
Narrator(s): GERA SANDLER
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00785
Title: RADI BOGA, NE DVIGAYCYA: FOR GOD'S SAKE DON'T MOVE
Author(s): MADZANTINI, MARGARET
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00786
Title: SYN KHAMAS: SON OF HAMAS
Author(s): USEF, MOSAB HASSAN
Narrator(s): GERA SANDLER

Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00787
Title: KLYUCH SARY: A KEY FOR SARAH
Author(s): DE ROSNEY, TATYANA
Narrator(s): GERA SANDLER

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00788
Title: PARTNER: A PARTNER
Author(s): GRISHAM, JOHN
Narrator(s): GARY SANDLER

Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00789
Title: PROSTO VMESTE: JUST TOGETHER
Author(s): GAVALDA, ANNA
Narrator(s): GERA SANDLER

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00790
Title: TRINADCATAYA SKAZKA: THE THIRTEENTH FAIRYTALE
Author(s): SETTERFIELD, DIANA
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN

Mystery.
Book No.: RU4-00791
Title: ODESSA MAMA
Author(s): SEVELA, EFRAIM
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
Essays.

Book No.: RU4-00792
Title: IMPERIYA VOLKOV: THE EMPIRE OF THE VOLVES
Author(s): GRANGE, JEAN CHRISTOPHE
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00793
Title: POSLEDNAYA RESPUBLIKA: THE LAST REPUBLIC
Author(s): SUVOROV, VIKTOR
Narrator(s): GERA SANDLER
History.

Book No.: RU4-00794
Title: KONTROL
Author(s): SUVOROV, VIKTOR
Narrator(s): GERA SANDLER
History.

Book No.: RU4-00795
Title: POLTORA CHASA VOZMEZDIYA: AN HOUR AND A HALF OF RETRIBUTION
Author(s): SIMKIN, LEV
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
The story of rising in Sobibor concentration camp.

Book No.: RU4-00796
Title: ODINNADCAT MINUT: THE ELEVEN MINUTES
Author(s): COELHO, PAULO
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00797
Title: VERONIKA RESHAET YMERET: VERONICA DECIDES TO DIE
Author(s): COELHO, PAULO
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00798
Title: POSLEDNEYE PUTESHESTVIYE KORABLYA-PRIZRAKA: (THE LAST JOURNEY OF THE GHOST SHIP)
Author(s): MARQUEZ, GABRIEL GARCIA
Narrator(s): EVGENIY GUBIN
Stories by a famous Columbian writer. The reader is submerged into the world of mysteries, where fantasies and realities are interconnected.
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN

Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00804
Title: IZBRANNOYE: COMPILATION
Author(s): COELHO, PAULO
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN
Compilation of 5 books.

Book No.: RU4-00805
Title: NEDOBRYY CHAS: THE EVIL HOUR
Author(s): MARQUEZ, GABRIEL GARCIA
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00806
Title: PALAYA LISTVA: LEAF STORM
Author(s): MARQUEZ, GABRIEL GARCIA
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00807
Title: POLKOVNIKU NIKTO NE PISHET: NO ONE WRITES TO THE COLONEL
Author(s): MARQUEZ, GABRIEL GARCIA
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00808
Title: NEVEROYATNAYA I GRUSTNAYA ISTORIYA OB ELENDIRE I EE ZHESTOKOCERDNOY BABUSHKE: THE UNUSUAL AND SAD STORY ABOUT ELEDIRE AND HER CRUEL GRANDMOTHER
Author(s): MARQUEZ, GABRIEL GARCIA
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00809
Title: RASSKAZY: SHORT STORIES
Author(s): MARQUEZ, GABRIEL GARCIA
Narrator(s): YEVGENIY GUBIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00810
Title: PERSONALNYY ANGEL: PRIVATE ANGEL
Author(s): USTINOVA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00811
Title: LYUBVI I BOGY VCE RAVNO: TO GOD AND LOVE IT'S ALL THE SAME
Author(s): REIDEL, MIRON
Narrator(s): RAIDEL, MIRON
Short stories recorded by the author of the book.
Book No.: RU4-00814
Title: SOVREMENNIKI: THE CONTEMPORARIES
Author(s): CHUKOVSKY, KORNEY
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA

Biographies.

Book No.: RU4-00815
Title: BOLSHAYA CHETVERKA: THE BIG FOUR
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00816
Title: VECHERINKA V XALOVIN: THE HALLOWEEN PARTY
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00817
Title: FOKUS Z ZERKALAMI: THE MAGIC WITH THE MIRRORS
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00818
Title: NEKROPOL: NEKROPOLIS
Author(s): KHADASEVICH, VLADISLAV
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Memoirs.

Book No.: RU4-00819
Title: TEGERAN 1943: TEHERAN 1943
Author(s): BEREZHKOV, VALENTIN
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKY
World War II memoirs.

Book No.: RU4-00820
Title: TAK VOT KOGO LYUBIL YA...: THOSE WHO I LOVED
Author(s): DUBINSKY, M.
Narrator(s): NATALIA KAMENETSKAYA
Memoirs.

Book No.: RU4-00821
Title: UBIYSTVO ROGERA AKROYDA: THE MURDER OF ROGER ACROYD
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00822
Title: OTEL BERTRAN: HOTEL BERTRAN
Author(s): CHRISTIE, AGATHA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.
Book No.: RU4-00824
  Title: SKLEROZ RASSEYANNY PO ZHIZNI: FORGETFULNESS SPREAD THROUGH LIFE
  Author(s): SHIRVINDT, ALEXANDR
  Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
  Memoirs of famous Russian actor.

Book No.: RU4-00825
  Title: TO LI BYL, TO LI NEBYL: TRUTH OR FICTION
  Author(s): RAPOPORT, NATALIE
  Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
  Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00826
  Title: MALENKII TRAGEDII: LITTLE TRAGEDIES
  Author(s): PUSHKIN, ALEXANDR
  Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
  Plays.

Book No.: RU4-00827
  Title: MALENKIY PRINCE: LITTLE PRINCE
  Author(s): DE SAINT-EXUPERY, ANTOINE
  Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
  Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00828
Title: ZELENOYE DEREVO: THE GREEN TREE
Author(s): DRIZ, OVSEY
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Poetry.

Book No.: RU4-00829
Title: RASSKAZY: SHORT STORIES
Author(s): ULITSKAYA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s): ANGELIKA KOGEN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00830
Title: PRIKLYUCHENIYA KOTA BATONA: BATON - THE ADVENTURE CAT
Author(s): EDEL, TATYANA
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fairytales.

Book No.: RU4-00831
Title: IZYUM IZ BULKI: THE RAISIN FROM THE BUN
Author(s): SHENDEROVICH, VIKTOR
Narrator(s): EVZOR KAMENETSKY
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00832
Title: YA XOTEL POLYCHIT MILLION: I WANTED TO GET A MILLION
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00833
Title: SKAZAT - NE SKAZAT: TO SAY OR NOT TO SAY
Author(s): TOKAREVA, VIKTORIYA
Narrator(s): ANGELIKA KOGEN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00834
Title: DZULI I DZHULIYA: JULIE AND JULIA
Author(s): POWELL, JULIE
Narrator(s): NATALIYA KAMENETSKAYA
Julie Powell, nearing thirty and trapped in a dead-end secretarial job, resolves to reclaim her life by cooking in the span of a single year, every one of the 524 recipes in Julia Child's legendary "Mastering the Art of French Cooking". Her unexpected reward: a new life-lived with gusto.

Book No.: RU4-00835
Title: NOCHNOY POEZD V LISSABON
Author(s): MERCIER, PASCAL
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00836
Title: KOVARNYE PESKI: (THE ARTFUL SAND)
Author(s): HOLT, VICTORIA
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00837
Title: SLUCHAINY ROMAN: THE RANDOM LOVE STORY
Author(s): RUBALSKAYA, LARISA
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00838
Title: NEVIDIMAYA DEVA: INVISIBLE DIVA
Author(s): TOLSTAYA, TATYANA
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00839
Title: LYUBLINSKIY SHTUKAR: THE MAGICIAN OF LUBLIN
Author(s): SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00840
Title: DAMY I GOSPODA: LADIES AND GENTLMEN
Author(s): TRETYAKOVA, LYUDMILA
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Narrator(s): ANGELIKA KOGAN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00841
Title: ISTORIYA MOEY ZHIZNI: THE STORY OF MY LIFE
Author(s): KELLER, HELEN
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00842
Title: GROZOVOY PEREVAL: WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Author(s): BRONTE, EMILY
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00843
Title: RASSKAZY: SHORT STORIES
Author(s): KUPRIN, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA PAYKINA
Collection of short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00844
Title: POLUTORAGLAZZYY STRELEC: ONE-EYED ARCHER
Author(s): LIFSHITZ, BENEDIKT
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Memoirs.
Book No.: RU4-00846
Title: CHERNOBYLSKAYA MOLITVA: THE CHERNOBYL PRAYER
Author(s): ALEKSIYEVICH, SVETLANA
Narrator(s): Essays.

Book No.: RU4-00847
Title: PROSCHAY, PEchal: GOODBYE, SADNESS
Author(s): SAGAN, FRANCOISE
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00848
Title: TEMNYE ALLEYI: DARK ALLEYS
Author(s): BUNIN, IVAN
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00849
Title: POVESTI I RASSKAZY: NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES
Author(s): CHEKHOV, ANTON
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00850
Title: CHTEC: THE PERFORMER
Author(s): S?HLINK, BERNHARD
Narrator(s): Mystery,

Book No.: RU4-00851
Title: IMPERIYA VOLKOV: THE EMPIRE OF VOLVES
Author(s): GRANGE, JEAN-CHRISTOPHE
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00852
Title: Y VOYNY NE ZHENSKOYE LICO: WOMEN IN THE WW2
Author(s): ALEKSIYEVICH, SVETLANA
Narrator(s): Essays.

Book No.: RU4-00853
Title: XOLODNAYA VESNA V PROVANCE: THE COLD SPRING IN PROVANCE
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00854
Title: AEROPORT: AIROPORT
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Author(s): HAILEY, ARTHUR
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00855
Title: ZHIZN I NEOBYCHAYNYE PRIKLYUCHENIYA SOLDATA IVANA CHONKINA: THE LIFE OF A SOLDIER IVAN CHONKIN
Author(s): VOYNOVICH, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00856
Title: BAIKI I PERLY: SHORT STORIES
Author(s): RANEVSKAYA, FAINA
Narrator(s): Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00857
Title: CEREBRYANOYE BLYUDO: THE SILVER PLATE
Author(s): BELLOW, SAUL
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00858
Title: RASSKAZY: COLLECTION OF STORIES
Author(s): O'HENRY
Narrator(s): Short Stories.

Book No.: RU4-00859
Title: KOROL, DAMA, VALET: THE KING, THE LADY AND THE JACK
Author(s): NABOKOV, VLADIMIR
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00860
Title: NOVELLY: NOVELS
Author(s): ZWEIG, STEFAN
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00861
Title: MESHUGA: MESHUGA
Author(s): ISAAC BASHEVIS SINGER
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00862
Title: KRASNOYE I CHERNOYE: RED AND BLACK
Author(s): STENDHAL
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00863
Title: ZAPISKI NA MANZHETAX: THE NOTES ON THE CUFFS
Author(s): BULGAKOV, MIKHAIL
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00864
Title: BOGACH, BEDNYAK: RICH MAN, POOR MAN
Author(s): SHAW, IRWING
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00865
Title: ZHIZN PO SLYXAM ODNA: YOU HAVE ONLY ONE LIFE TO LIVE
Author(s): USTINOVA, TATYANA
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00866
Title: IX BIN NERVOSO: ... ICH BEEN NERVOSO!...
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00867  
Title: VERBLYUZHIY KLYB: THE CAMEL CLUB  
Author(s): BALDACCI, DAVID  
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00868  
Title: NEVEDENIYE: L'IGNORANCE  
Author(s): KUNDERA, MILAN  
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00869  
Title: TRIYMFALNAYA ARKA: ARCH OF TRIUMPH  
Author(s): REMARQUE, ERICH MARIA  
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00870  
Title: VREMYYA SEKOND HEND: SECONDHAND TIME  
Author(s): ALEKSIEVICH, SVETLANA  
Narrator(s): Essays.

Book No.: RU4-00871  
Title: RAKOVYY KORPUS: A CANCER WARD  
Author(s): SOLZHENITSIN, ALEXANDER
Book No.: RU4-00872
Title: KVARTET ROZENDORFA: ROZENDORF QUARTET
Author(s): SHAHAM, NATHAN
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00873
Title: NOVELLY I RASSKAZY: THE NOVELS AND STORIES
Author(s): AITMATOV, CHINGIS
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00874
Title: LEGENDY NEVSKOGO PROSPEKTA: THE LEGENDS OF THE NEVSKY BOULEVARD
Author(s): VELLER, MIKHAIL
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00875
Title: NERESHITELNYY: INDECISIVE
Author(s): MCBAIN, ED
Narrator(s):
Mystery.
Book No.: RU4-00876
Title: DO VSTRECHI C TOBOY: ME BEFORE YOU
Author(s): MOYES, JOJO
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00877
Title: GOLYB I MALCHK: A PIGEON AND A BOY
Author(s): SHALEV, MEIR
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00878
Title: BEZBILETNYY PASSAZHIR: A PASSENGER WITHOUT A TICKET
Author(s): DANELIYA, GEORGIY
Narrator(s):
Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00879
Title: TOSTYEMYY PYET DO DNA: A DRINKING STORY
Author(s): DANELIYA, GEORGIY
Narrator(s):
Short stories.

Book No.: RU4-00880
Title: POTRYASAYUSCHAYA KRASOTA: AMAZING GRACE
Author(s): STEEL, DANIELLE
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00881
Title: ZOYA: ZOYA
Author(s): DANIELLE STEEL
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00882
Title: VRAGI. ISTORIYA LYUBVI: THE ENEMIES. A LOVE STORY
Author(s): SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00883
Title: PORTRET MERTVOY NATYRSCHICY: THE PORTRET OF A DEAD MODEL
Author(s): DESOMBRE, DARYA
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00884
Title: CVEZHO PREDANIYE: AN OLD LEGEND
Author(s): GREKOVA, IRINA
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00885
Title: SYURPRIZ DLYA AYSEDORY: HIDDEN RICHES
Author(s): ROBERTS, NORA
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00886
Title: OXOTNIKI ZA GOLOVAMI: HEAD HUNTERS
Author(s): NESBO, JO
Narrator(s): Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00887
Title: OSVOBODITEL: THE LIBERATOR
Author(s): SUVOROV, VIKTOR
Narrator(s): Memoirs.

Book No.: RU4-00888
Title: LYUBOV V NASTOYASCHEM VREMENI: LOVE IN THE PRESENT TENSE
Author(s): HYDE, CATHERINE RYAN
Narrator(s): Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00889
Title: SKVOZNAYA LINIYA: THROUGH THE LINE
Author(s): ULITSKAYA, LYUDMILA
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00890
Title: POVESTKA: A SUMMONS
Author(s): GRISHEM, JOHN
Narrator(s):
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00891
Title: OSTATOK DNYA: THE REST OF THE DAY
Author(s): ISHIGURO, KAZUO
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00892
Title: LYUBOV Y PODNOZHIYA TRONA: LOVE AT THE FOOT OF THE THRONE
Author(s): ARCENYEVA, ELENA
Narrator(s):
Historical fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00893
Title: KYS: KYS
Author(s): TOLSTAYA, TATYANA
Book No.: RU4-00894
Title: OKEANY VENERY: LUCKY STARR AND THE OCEANS OF VENUS
Author(s): ASIMOV, ISAAC
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00895
Title: GONCHIYE BAFFUTA: THE BAFFUT BEAGLES
Author(s): DURRELL, GERALD MALCOLM
Narrator(s): Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00896
Title: CBORNIK DETEKTIVOV: MYSTERIES
Author(s): CHASE, JAMES HADLEY
Narrator(s): Mysteries.

Book No.: RU4-00897
Title: OCHERKI PO ISTORII EVREYSKOGO NARODA: ESSAYS ON THE HISTORY OF JEWISH PEOPLE
Author(s): ETTINGER, SHMUEL
Narrator(s):
Book No.: RU4-00898
Title: MASTER GAMBS I MARAGARITA: MAESTRO GAMBS AND MARGARITA
Author(s): KAGANOSKAYA, MAYA
Narrator(s):

Book No.: RU4-00899
Title: OBZHYGAYUSCHIY LED: THE ICE TWIN
Author(s): DEVERAUX, JUDE
Narrator(s):

Book No.: RU4-00900
Title: KIPARISY V SEZON LISTOPADA: COLLECTION OF STORIES BY ISRAELI WRITERS
Author(s):
Narrator(s):
SHORT STORIES.

Book No.: RU4-00901
Title: MYSHKETER. NASTOYASCHAYA ISTORIYA PORTOSA: MUSKETEER. A REAL STORY OF PORTOS
Author(s): KRUGER, DANIIL
Narrator(s):
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00902  
Title: POSLEDNIY EVREY: THE LAST JEW  
Author(s): REZNIK, LEONID  
Narrator(s):

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00903  
Title: ZAGADOCHNOYE YBIISTVO COBAKI: THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG  
Author(s): HADDON, MARK  
Narrator(s):

Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00904  
Title: NACHAT CNACHALA: START OVER  
Author(s): STEEL, DANIELE  
Narrator(s):

Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00905  
Title: DZHEK RICHER ILI CENA EE ZHIZNI: JACK RICHER OR THE PRICE FOR HER LIFE  
Author(s): CHILD, LEE  
Narrator(s):

Mystery.
Book No.: RU4-00906
Title: LOZHI TSEYA MGLA NA CTARYE STYPENI: THE DARKNESS FALLS ON THE OLD STAIRCASE
Author(s): CHUDAKOV, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00907
Title: POCHERK LEONARDO: HANDWRITING BY LEONARDO
Author(s): RUBINA, DINA
Narrator(s): SYLVIA RIABICHEVA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00908
Title: TAK YZH SLYCHILOC: IT JUST HAPPENED
Author(s): KOSTYUK-DRUKMAN, LILYA
Narrator(s): ALLA SERGIENKO
SHORT STORIES.

Book No.: RU4-00909
Title: TEATR: THEATRE
Author(s): SOMERSET MAUGHAM, WILLIAM
Narrator(s): SYLVIYA RIYABICHEV
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00910
Title: TRI MUSHKETERA: THE THREE MUSKETEERS
Author(s): DUMAS, ALEXANDER
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00911
Title: MALENKIY GORODOK V TABAKERKE: LITTLE TOWN IN THE MUSIC BOX
Author(s): COMPILATION
Narrator(s): ALLA SERGIENKO
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00912
Title: PRAVDIVAYA ISTORIYA LILII STUBEK: THE LITTLE STORY OF LILY STUBEK
Author(s): ALDRIDGE, JAMES
Narrator(s): TATYANA EDEL
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00913
Title: TRETIIY V PYATOM RYADU: THIRD IN A FIFTH ROW
Author(s): ALEKSIN, ANATOLIY
Narrator(s): POLINA STAROSTIN
Fiction.
Book No.: RU4-00919
Title: BYT !: TO BE!
Author(s): SMOKTUNOVSKIY, INNOKENTIY
Narrator(s): SYLVIA RIABICHEV
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00920
Title: SEM DOLGIX LET: SEVEN LONG YEARS
Author(s): NIKULIN, YURI
Narrator(s): ALLA SERGIENKO
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00921
Title: EVO VOYNA I MIR: HIS WAR AND PEACE
Author(s): BONDARCHUK, SERGEY
Narrator(s): SYLVIA RIABICHEV
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00922
Title: ZOLUSHKA C CHISTYX PRUDOV: CINDEREELA FROM THE CLEAN LAKES
Author(s): VASILYEVA, VERA
Narrator(s): ALLA SERGIENKO
Autobiography.
Book No.: RU4-00923
Title: MEMOIRY PLOXOVO STUDEN'TA: MEMOIRS OF A BAD STUDENT
Author(s): SHIRVINDT, MICHAIL
Narrator(s): ALLA SERGIENKO
Autobiography.

Book No.: RU4-00924
Title: ISPANSKAYA BALLADA: THE SPANISH BALLAD
Author(s): FEUCHTWANGER, LION
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MARGOLINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00925
Title: DHZENNI GERHARDT: JENNIE GERHARDT
Author(s): DREISER, THEODORE
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MARGOLINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00926
Title: SESTRA KERI: SISTER CARRIE
Author(s): DREISER, THEODORE
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSKHATINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00927
Title: IGROK: THE PLAYER
Author(s): DOSTOYEVSKY, FYODOR
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MARGOLINA
FICTION.

Book No.: RU4-00928
Title: NOVYY GRAF MONTE-KRISTO I LI MATIAS SHANDOR: THE NEW COUNT OF MONTE-CRISTO OR MATIAS SHANDOR
Author(s): VERNE, JULES
Narrator(s): FIRA KANTER
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00929
Title: BALZAK: BALZAC
Author(s): ZWEIG, STEFAN
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00930
Title: YLISES: ULYSSES
Author(s): JOYCE, JAMES
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00931
Title: ETO BOG MOY: THIS IS MY GOD
Author(s): WOUK, HERMAN
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Essays.
Book No.: RU4-00932
Title: ZHELTAYA STRELA: THE YELLOW ARROW
Author(s): PELEVIN, VIKTOR
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
FICTION.

Book No.: RU4-00933
Title: KOZEL OTPUSCHENIYA: THE SCAPEGOAT
Author(s): AMIR, ELI
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00934
Title: TRI ROMANA: THREE NOVELS
Author(s): HARRIS, JOANNE
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00935
Title: PROROCHESTVO: PROPHECY
Author(s): JAMES, PETER
Narrator(s): LYUDMILA MUSHKATINA
Fiction.

Book No.: RU4-00936
Title: SADOVNIK: THE GARDENER
Author(s): CORTES, RODRIGO
Narrator(s): IGOR MUSHKATIN
Mystery.

Book No.: RU4-00937
Title: PRINIMAYA VYZOV EPOXI: ACCEPTING THE CALL OF A CENTURY
Author(s): LEVI, YEHUDA
Narrator(s): VALERIY KLUGMAN

Book No.: RU4-00938
Title: BYT MOZHET. ISTORIYA LYUBVI: MAYBE. THE LOVE STORY
Author(s): PAGE, MARTIN
Narrator(s): YULIYA TAGIL

Book No.: RU4-00944
Title: XRONIKA MOEGO VYSZHIVANIYA: THE CHRONICLE OF MY SURVIVAL
Author(s): NAIVELT, DIMITRI
Narrator(s): GUBIN, YEVGENIY

Book No.: RU4-00945
Title: VESKIYE DOKAZATELSTVA: THE REAL PROOF
Author(s): COMPILATION
Narrator(s): VIKTOR PERSIK

Mysteries/Fiction.